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One of the most serious challenges in Condensed Matter Physics:

A large number of conducting compounds do not conform to the 
predictions of the Fermi-liquid theory

Transport data are perhaps the most extensive and abundant
(dc, magnetoresistance, Hall, optics)

…but are notoriously difficult to interpret

Additional conservation laws (momentum and velocity)

The result is usually not an intrinsic property of a Fermi liquid 
but depends on coupling to external degrees of freedom (impurities, phonons) 5
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1. Coherent transport of coherent quasiparticles
1a. Good vs bad (metals)
1b. Drude model and its pitfalls
1c. Resistivity from e-e interaction:

umklapp scattering
normal scattering in i) multiband, ii) compensated, iii)anisotropic metals

1d Optical conductivity
1e The puzzle of charge transport in STO
2. Coherent transport of incoherent quasiparticles
2a. Charge and thermal transport near

a ferromagnetic quantum critical point
2b. Which mass enters the conductivity?



Particles (m,g=2)à quasiparticles (m*, g*)
Quantum statistics: At Tà0, quasiparticles are  free!

Scattering rate in a weakly interacting 
Fermi gas

Landau & Pomeranchuk 1936
Baber 1937

Not an outcome but rather an input
of the Fermi-liquid theory

Fermi-liquid theory: Landau, 1956; 1958
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Fermi Liquid: He3

Quantum Fermi Liquid = dilute gas!

Viscosity ~ classical liquid Viscosity ~ dilute gas 

T>EF : 
mean free path~interatomic distance

T<EF : 
mean free path>>interatomic distance

η ∝ exp Δ / T( ) η ~ ρvFℓ∝T
−2

8

   η ∼ ρmvFℓ∝1/ T 2
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To describe  the non‐metallic behavior  in our PCs, we  first  invoke  the recent  theory18  that predicts 
that e‐e scattering modifies eq. (1) as  

                                               where    | |	 	 	

	 	
 ,                                               (2) 

vF  is  the  Fermi  velocity  and  e‐e  collisions  are  parameterized  through  the  kinematic  viscosity 
Q = vF lee/4.  The  quantity  GQ  is  calculated  for  the  Stokes  flow  through  a  PC  in  the  extreme 
hydrodynamic regime (that  is, for the e‐e scattering  length lee ≪ w). The additive form of Eq. (2)  is 
valid18,19 for all values of lee/w, even close to the ballistic regime lee ≫ w. This implies that G��should 
increase with T  (in  the  first approximation15,27, as v 1/lee v T2), which  leads  to  the  insulating‐like 
behavior. Eq. (2) also suggests that the viscous effects should be more pronounced at  low n where 
electron viscosity is smaller, in agreement with the experiment (Figs. 1e, 2b). The description by eq. 
(2) is valid until phonon scattering kicks in at higher T. To describe both low‐T and high‐T regimes on 
an  equal  footing,  we  extended  the  transport model  of  ref.  18  to  account  for  acoustic‐phonon 
scattering  using  an  additional  term v  T  in  the  kinetic  equation  (Supplementary  Section  4).  The 
results are plotted in Fig. 1e showing good qualitative agreement with the experiment.   

 
Figure  3| Quantifying  e‐e  interactions  in  graphene.  a,  T  dependence  of  the  PC  resistance  after 
subtracting  the contribution  from contact  regions. b, Viscous conductance GQ at a given n  for PCs 
with w ranging between 0.1 and 0.6 μm. c, Data from (b) normalized by w2. d, GQ as a function of w 
for given T = 100 K and n = 1012 cm‐2. Solid curve: Best fit to eq. (2) yields Q   0.16 m2 s‐1, a value 5 
orders of magnitude  larger  than  the viscosity of water.  Inset: Same data as a  function of w2. e, T 
dependence of the e‐e scattering length found as lee = 4Q/vF (symbols) for n = 1012 cm‐2 and w ≈ 0.5 
µm. Red  curve: Microscopic  calculations of  lee  (Supplementary  Section 6).  Inset: Q(T) on  a  log‐log 
scale. The data are from the main panel and color‐coded accordingly. The dashed line indicates the 
1/T2 dependence. 

For  further  analysis, we  used  our  experimental  data  to  extract  GQ, which  in  turn  enabled  us  to 
determine Q and  lee. To  this end, we  first  followed  the  standard approach  in analysis of  transport 
data  for  quantum  PCs, which  takes  into  account  the  contact  resistance RC  arising  from  the wide 
regions leading to constrictions17,28. Accordingly, the total resistance of PCs can be represented as 

                                                                    (3). 
To avoid  fitting parameters, we model  the  contact  resistance as RC = bUxx where b  is a numerical 
coefficient calculated by solving the Poisson equation for each specific PC geometry and Uxx is taken 
as measured from the reference regions. For our devices, b ranged between 2 and 5 (Supplementary 
Section 5). Examples of the resulting 'R = Rpc ‐ bUxx are plotted in Fig. 3a. The figure shows that, after 
the  rising  phonon  contribution  is  accounted  for  through  RC,  the  resistance  attributable  to  the 
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TABLE I. Mean Values of Viscosity of He3 

I r:·105 

I I '1)•10' 1)·105 
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I 
poise T°K poise T'K poise 

I I -
0.35 4.8 I 0.8 2.63 2.0 1.87 
0.40 4.00 0.9 2.46 2.2 1.83 
0.45 3.64 I 1.0 2.33 2.4 1. 78 
0.50 3.40 1.2 2.14 2,6 1.74 
0.55 3.22 1.4 I 2.02 2.8 1. 70 
0.6 3.07 1.6 

I 
1.96 3.0 1.66 
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Fig. 4. Viscosity of He' in semilogarithmic plot. 

As is seen from Fig. 3, the viscosity in the 
temperature range from 1 to 3 .2° K increases 
slightly with decrease in temperature, changing 
from 1.6 x 10-5 to 2.32 x 10-5 poise, which is in 
qualitative agreement with one of the variants of 
the theory of Abrikosov and Khalatnikov.2 In the 
temperature range below I" K, T/ increases 
sharply, reaching a value of 4.8 x 10-5 poise at 
T = 0.35° K. The temperature dependence of T/ 
in the interval 1.1- 0.5°K, as is seen from Fig. 
4, is approximately described by the formula 
1/ff and only below 0.5°K does the dependence 
become much steeper; however, it is weaker than 
the dependence 1/T2 predicted theoretically, 

+ 
>r" 

Fig. 3. Viscosity of liquid He': o = capillary of 
diameter 102.1/L, x = capillary of diameter 74.5/L, t>. = 
results of Abraham, Osborne and Weinstock,4 + = data 
of Taylor and Dash." 

which also agrees with the estimate given in Ref. 
2. 

We did not succeed in carrying out measure-
ments of the viscosity in the immediate vicinity 
of the critical point. Measurements in this re-
gion are extremely difficult becuase of the small 
density difference Pl. - Pv· It is quite evident, 
however, that as T- Tcr• the viscosities of the 
liquid and the gas ought to approach the 'Same value. 
In accord with the measurements of Becker, Mi-
senta, and Schemissner, 10 the viscosity of gaseous 
He3 at T = 3.35°K has the value of 1.25 x 10-5 

poise, which agrees within 20% with our extrapo-
lated values. In Fig. 3 we have also plotted the 
results of Abraham, Osborne, and Weinstock,4 and 
the data of Taylor and Dash.5 From a comparison 
of the results, it is evident that while the temper-
ature dependence of the viscosity in Refs. 4 and 5 
agrees with our measurements, the absolute val-
ues are approximately 20% higher, which is ap-
parently explained by systematic errors in the de-
termination of the constants of the apparatus . 

TABLE II. Mean Values of 
the Viscosity of He4 

T0 ,K I 'll-10' poise I T",K '1)·10' poise 

2.2 2.55 3.0 3.30 
2.3 2.83 3.2 3.27 
2.4 3.00 3,4 3.25 
2.5 3.15 3.6 3.20 
2.6 3.21 3,8 3.15 
2. 71 3.26 4.0 3.07 
2.8 3.28 4.2 3.00 

-----

Graphene

He3

Zinov’eva JETP 1958

Krishna Kumar et al.
Nature Phys. 2017



Fermi liquid theory:
Galilean-invariant system
of neutral fermions (He3, cold atoms)

Electrons in solids:
Non-Galilean-invariant system
of charged particles

kF

“anisotropic Fermi liquid”
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Original FL theory: quasi-particles are free.
The predictions are only for thermodynamic properties. 

Galilean-invariant FL (He3, neutron stars): Galilean     SU(2)    U(1)…à

		
γ =

CV
T

=
CV
T

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟ 0

m*

m0
, 	χ s = χ s0

g*

2
m*

m0

Anisotropic FL (metals): U(1)     crystal group

		Transport.	"Hallmark	of	the	FL	behavior:	ρ ∝T2."

γ =
CV
T

= γ band
m*
mband

χ s = χ s,band
m*
mband

g*

gband

Hard to quantify

⊗ ⊗

⊗
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Outline
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1. Coherent transport of coherent quasiparticles
1a. Good vs bad (metals)



Conventional (FL) metals 

ρ = AT 2 + BT 5

13



Unconventional (“bad”, “strange”, “strongly correlated”, “non-FL”) metals

Sr2RuO4

14



The most prominent “bad-metal” feature: linear scaling of the resistivity

Bruin et al. Science 339, 804 (2013) 15



Outline
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1. Coherent transport of coherent quasiparticles

1b. Drude model



m* dv
dt

= eE − mv
τ

Drude model

dc :  dv
dt

= 0⇒ v = eE
m

j = env = e
2nτ
m
E⇒

σ = e
2nτ
m

17
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“Bloch-Drude model”

kF

!
dk
dt

= eEẑ − !k
τ

dc : dk
dt

= 0⇒ kz =
eEτ
!

vz =
1
!
∂εk
∂kz

jz = envz

No need top solve the Boltzmann
equation or use the Kubo formula!



1D tight-binding model
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Small nàsmall conductivity Large nàlarge conductivity ?

Almost empty bandàsmall conductivity

Almost full bandàsmall conductivity

Max conductivity is at half filling!

v = ta
!
sin ka = ta

!
sin eEτa

!
≈ eEτa

2

!2

j = env = e
2Eτa2

!2
⇒σ = e

2nτa
!2

ε = −tcos ka( )
   k = eEτ / !

  

Correct result: Boltzmann equation:

 σ =
2e2

π
τ tasin

πna
2

σ

 na 1  2



m* dv
dt

= eE − mv
τ

ρ = m*

ne2τ

Drude model

Matthiessen rule:
1
τ
= 1
τ dis

+ 1
τ e− ph

+ 1
τ ee

+ ...

Below 10 K: 1
τ dis

+ 1
τ ee

+ ...⇒ ρ = ρ0 + AT
2

20



STOP This argument is only valid within the SCA 

(SCA=Spherical Cow Approximation)

kF

Drude model= Newton Second Law

Second law is based on Galilean invariance

(translational invariance + non-relativistic motion)

Internal forces do NOT  affect the motion of the
center-of-mass motion

dpi
dt

= eE + Fij
j
∑

dPCOM
dt

= eNE⇒ PCOM = eNt

regardless of ee-interactions

Fij = −Fji

Need to break Galilean 
invariance  get finite resistivity
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	ρ ∝ T5

1/τ sp
! × T2

1−cosθ
≈ q/2kF( )2
! =T5 	for	T <TD

Introducing lattice explicitly will eventually give a correct result. But it is hard.

Can we get away with breaking Galilean invariance implicitly?

For example: lattice produces phonons.
Treat phonons within the Debye model: 
isotropic acoustic mode

Couple Galilean-invariant electrons to a bath of isotropic acoustic phonons



Usual framework of correlated electron systems:
fermions coupled to bosons 

		

Can	φ 	be	treated	as	a	bath,	similar	to	phonons?
e.g.	ρ ∝T5 for	T <TD

i) Sometimes even phonons cannot be treated as a bath
(phonon drag) 

ii) Our boson is a (overdamped) collective mode of fermions

		 

Bosons	can	be	treated	as	a	bath	if	τB≪τFB
e.g.	τFB = τ e-ph ∝T −5 	≫ 	τB = τ ph-disorder ∝T −(α≤4) 	and	ρ ∝τ

e-ph

−1

Not likely to be the case for collective modes

		

L= LF
(0)[c]+LB

0( )[φ]+ g φ−q
q
∑ ck+qσΛσσ 'ckσ '

φ : 	real	or	overdamped	ferro/antiferro	magnon;	nematic	fluctuation...

Momentum from the electric field

Fermions

Bosons

	τFB

	τB
sink
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Back to the fermionic description

		

L= LF
(0)[c]++g ck+qσΛσσ 'ckσ '( )

kpq
∑ cp−qσ ''Λσ ''σ '''ckσ '''( )

Effective	interaction	mediated	by	boson	φ

	k

	p

	p+q

	p−q

	
φφ

q			k = k0 ,k( )... Current is carried by fermions
Need to worry how it is relaxed in collisions



Three ways to get finite 
dc conductivity from e-e interactions 

in a non-Galilean-invariant system

25

1)Umklapp scattering

2)Interband scattering (Baber, 1937)

3)Single-band, anisotropic Fermi surface

Can e-e interactions alone render
the conductivity finite?

Yes

No, in a generic multiband metal
Yes, in a compensated metal

No

“No” means that one needs another momentum-relaxing process (disorder…)



Umklapps

Peierls,1929: thermal conductivity of insulators

Landau & Pomeranchuk, 1936: electric conductivity of metals

			

k+p= k'+p'+nb
n=0⇒	Normal	process
n≠0⇒Umklapp	process
Normal	processes⇒no	contrbution	to	ρ
Umklapp	processes⇒ρ = AT2

Rudolph Peierls
Lev Landau

Isaac Pomeranchuk

			

Ψk x +a( ) = eikaΨk x( )
k→ k+ 2π

a
n

b=2π /a :reciprocal	lattice	vector

26



Outline
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1. Coherent transport of coherent quasiparticles

1c. Boltzmann equationàT2 term in the resistivity



Boltzmann equation

28

f k,r,t( )
n = 2 d Dk

(2π )D∫ f k,r,t( ),  j= e d Dk
(2π )D

vk∫ f k,r,t( ),  jT = d Dk
(2π )D

εkvk∫ f k,r,t( )

∂ fk
∂t

+ vk i
∂ fk
∂r

+F i
∂ fk
∂k

= Ic = collision integral
k

p

k '

p '
F = eE+ e

c
v ×B

Disorder: Ic( )imp
= −

fk − fk
τ

⇒
fk − f0k

τ
ee Interaction: Ic( )ee

= Wkp→k 'p ' fk ' fp ' 1− fk( ) 1− fp( )− fk fp 1− fk '( ) 1− fp '( )⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

p ',k ',p 'b
∑

                                   ×δk+p,k '+p '+bδ εk + εp − εk ' − εp '( )

OK for the conductivity
but not for other purposes



Weak external fields:
linearized Boltzmann equation
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No magnetic field 

fk = f0k +T −
∂ f0k
∂εk

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
gk

F i
∂ fk
∂k

≈ eE
∂ f0k
∂k

= eE i vk
∂ f0k
∂εk

Ic( )ee = − Wkp→k 'p ' f0k ' f0p ' 1− f0k( ) 1− f0p( ) gk + gp − gk ' − gp '⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
p ',k ',p 'b
∑ ×δk+p,k '+p '+bδ εk + εp − εk ' − εp '( )

∂ fk
∂t

+ vk i
∂ fk
∂r

+ eE i vk
∂ f0k
∂εk

= Ic( )imp + Ic( )ee



k

p

k '

p '

			
Arbitrary	dispersion:	vk=∇kεk ≠ k /m
		BUT	no	Umklapps

Statement:  in a single-band system, e-e interaction alone cannot render  dc conductivity finite 

Momentum conservation
∂t P + ∂

x j
Πij = −eNEi

Πij = vik j fkk∫

eE i vk
∂ f0k
∂εk

= − Wkp→k 'p ' f0k ' f0p ' 1− f0k( ) 1− f0p( ) gk + gp − gk ' − gp '⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
p ',k ',p 'b
∑ ×δk+p,k '+p 'δ εk + εp − εk ' − εp '( )

1) Proof via the Boltzmann equation

Suppose we found a solution: g(1)
k .

But then g(2)
k = g(1)

k +C ik  with ∀ C is also a solution.

|C| can be infinitely large ⇒σ  can arbitrarily large

30

		k+p= k'+p'

		 C i k+p−k'−p'⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ =0

2) Diagrams for the Kubo formula (Maebashi & Fukuyama, JPSJ 1997 )

3) Memory matrix formalism : zero mode of the memory matrix
		σ ' ω( ) = Dδ ω( )
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Example: umklapp scattering by an acoustic phonon

  k i

 q
 b

  
k f

   
k f = k i + q− 2π x̂

   
j= evkδ fk

k∈1st BZ
∑    

Freeze-out at low T :  q ∼ T / s≪ Δb
ρ ∝ exp −sΔb / T( )

 Δb

 b



T

x

FM,
nematic FL

Short-range fluctuationsLong-range fluctuations

Effective interaction: exchange by diverging order parameter  fluctuationsà

FERMI-LIQUID BREAKDOWN

ξ

ξ
NFL



		ρ = AUT
2

Two conditions for Umklapps from electron-electron interaction 

a) large Fermi surface:

b) short-range interaction (well-screened Coulomb): 

1/4

<1/4

>1/4
b=2π/a

		kF~b

Both conditions are satisfied in typical metalsè

Condition a) is violated in low-density Fermi liquids 

(degenerate semiconductors, semimetals)

Condition b) is violated in systems with long-range interaction, e.g.,

near Pomeranchuk instabilities

33

κ

		q~κ ~kF~b



		

k+p= k'+p'+b
small-angle	scattering:	k ≈k'
⇒p-p'≈b
Possible	only	at	"Umklapp		hot		spots"

		
1
τu

= 1
τ tr

× q
b

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

D−1

34

		k'
b

	Δb

		 
1
τ tr

= 1
τ sp

q
kF

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟

2

≪
1
τ sp

	

τ sp : 	single-particle	lifetime
τ tr : 	momentum	relaxation	time

Yudson, Chubukov, DM PRL 2011
Pal, Yudson, DM Lith. J. Phys. 2012
Erratum: D->D-1
X. Wang and Berg 2019

		 Typical	momentum	transfer	q≪kF ~b

		 Generic	FS:	Δb∼b

	q

		

z =3	criticality:	time∝ space( )z
time=1/T , 	space=1/q
q ∝T1/z =T1/3

τ sp
−1 ∝T

D
3 ;	τ tr−1 ∝T

D+2
3

τU
−1 ∝T

2D+1
3 ∝

T7/3 , 	3D
T5/3 , 	2D
⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪



Three ways to get a finite contribution to 
the dc conductivity from e-e interactions 

in a non-Galilean-invariant system

35

1)Umklapp scattering

2)Baber (interband) scattering 

3)Anisotropic Fermi surface



Multi-band metal
Baber 1937

m1
dv
dt

= e1E −
m1v1
τ1

intra-band
!

− γ
∝T 2!
n2 v1 − v2( )
interband

! "## $##

m2
dv
dt

= e2E −
m2v2
τ 2

− γ n1 v1 − v2( )
1) e1e2 = e

2 > 0 electron or hole bands

Still requires intra-band relaxation

Two parabolic bands: each of the bands
is Galilean-invariantàDrude model works

36

  

2) e1e2 < 0 AND n1 = n2: compensated metal

Does not require intra-band relaxation
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Compensated metals: wide class of materials

i) Metals with even # e-/u.cell (Zn, Mg, Cd, Pd…)
ii) Semimetals: Bi, Sb, graphite,Weyl II semimetals (WP2)
iii) Parent states of Fe-based superconductors (remain compensated on isovalent doping)
iv) Weak ferromagnets (Pd1-x Nix, ZrZn2) exhibiting quantum-critical phenomena



Quick calculation: 
a compensated metal

without intra-band relaxaton

38

  

0 = eE −γ n v1 − v2( )
0 = −eE + γ n v1 − v2( )
Only one equation instead of two!
v1 − v2 = eE / γ n
v1  and v2  cannot be found separately but they are not needed:

j = en v1 − v2( ) = e2E / γ

⇒σ = e2 / γ ∝T −2  for a  FL



band 1: light; band 2: heavy ρ

T

 T α

FL: ! = 2

dc transport in two-band metal

39

   

0 = e1E −
m1v1

τ1

impurities
!

− γ
∝Tα
! n2 v1 − v2( )

0 = e2E −
m1v1

τ 2

impurities
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+ γ n1 v1 − v2( )

		 ρ1 T =0( )≪ ρ2 T =0( )

		
ρ T =0( ) = 1

σ 1 +σ 2
≈ ρ1

	ρ1

	ρ2

T → 0 :

T →∞ :
	ρ2	ρ1

		ρ T =∞( ) = ρ1 + ρ2 ≈ ρ2

  

Compensated metal: e1n1 + e2n2 = 0

⇒Ω0 = 0⇒ ρ T = ∞( ) = ∞

Review

6

can be inferred from general formulas, derived, e.g. in [54]. We 
include this discussion for completeness and also because this 
simple case does give an idea of how the interplay between the 
normal and momentum-relaxing scattering mechanisms works.

2.2. Optical conductivity of a two-band metal

A two-band metal is the simplest example of a system with 
broken Galilean invariance. Even if each of the bands is par-
abolic, the system as a whole is not Galilean-invariant. The 
analysis of the conductivity in this model is usually associated 
with the name of Baber [55], who considered the effect of 
inter-band ee scattering. It is sometimes forgotten, however, 
that Baber analyzed only the case of a compensated semi-
metal, with equal numbers of electrons and holes. Only in this 
case, normal ee collisions alone render the dc resistivity finite. 
(This is also true also for Weyl/Dirac semimetals at the charge 
neutrality point [56]). If a metal is not compensated, one needs 
momentum-relaxing scattering to obtain a finite dc resistivity.

We now analyze how the optical conductivity of a two-
band metal evolves as a function of frequency between the dc 
and high-frequency limits.

2.2.1. Momentum-conserving scattering only. At first, let 
momentum-relaxing scattering be absent. For a two-band 
metal with parabolic bands, the conductivity can be found by 
solving the semiclassical equations of motion [54]
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where =±e e1,2 , indices 1 and 2 denote the bands, n1,2 is 
the number density5, and η> 0 parametrizes inter-band ee 
scattering. (For parabolic bands, intra-band ee scattering 
conserves the in-band momentum and thus does enter the 
equations of motion.)6 Solving these equations, we find the 
current = +e n e nj v v1 1 1 2 2 2 and thus the conductivity at finite 
frequency Ω≠ 0
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(2.12)
where Ω = Ω + Ωp

2
1
2

2
2, /πΩ = e n m41,2

2 2
1,2 1,2 is the intra-band 

plasma frequency,

( )πΩ = +
+

e n e n
n m n m
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is the ‘compensation frequency’, and we defined τee as

/
⎛
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⎞
⎠⎟τ η≡ +n
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n
m

1 .ee
1

2

2

1
 (2.14)

As in the previous section, τee depends on the temperature but 
not on frequency; for a FL, /τ ∝ T1 ee

2.
If the metal is compensated, i.e. + =e n e n 01 1 2 2 , then Ω = 00  

and the conductivity is described the Drude formula (equation 
(2.8)) at all frequencies, including Ω = 0. This is the Baber’s 
case [55]: σ′ approaches a finite value /σ τ π= Ω′ 4p

2
ee  in the 

limit of →Ω 0, while ″σ  vanishes in this limit. However, if the 
metal is not compensated, ( )σ Ω  as a whole cannot be described 
by the Drude formula. Indeed, the imaginary part of ( )σ Ω
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diverges as /Ω1  at →Ω 0 (see figure 2, left). This divergence 
is the same as the diamagnetic term in the conductivity of an 
ideal metal. The real part of the conductivity at Ω≠ 0 is
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is still of the Drude form with a renormalized plasma fre-
quency, and it remains finite at →Ω 0 (see figure  2, right). 
Note that
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is always positive.
So far, we have completely neglected momentum-relaxing 

scattering. Infinitesimally weak momentum-relaxing scatter-
ing can be accounted for by adding a small imaginary part to 
Ω in the denominator of the second term in equation (2.12): 

→Ω Ω+ +i0 . Then the Kramers–Kronig transform of this 
term produces an additional ( )δ Ω  term in ( )σ Ω′ , which is the 
same as in the case of an ideal metal without any scattering. 
Finite momentum-relaxing scattering smears out the delta-
function into a Drude peak, which will be described in the 
next section. At compensation, Ω = 00  and there is no ( )δ Ω  
term even in the absence of momentum relaxation.

Figure 2. The imaginary (left) and real (right) parts of the 
conductivity of a two-band metal with interband ee scattering 
but without intra-band relaxation (equations (2.15) and (2.16), 
correspondingly). A degree of compensation, /Ω Ωp0  (see 
equation (2.13)), is specified in the legend. The conductivity in 
measured in units of /τ πΩ 4p

2
ee . Only in the fully compensated case 

(Ω = 00 ), both the real and imaginary parts obey the Drude formula. 
Away from compensation, the real part of the conductivity ( )σ Ω′  
also contains a ( )δ Ω  term (not shown).

5 By assuming that the number density in each of the bands is finite, we 
exclude the case of a Weyl/Dirac semimetal at the charge neutrality point, 
which is the special limit of the Baber’s case with zero band overlap.
6 For parabolic bands, the phenomenological equations of motion are equiva-
lent to the solution of the Boltzmann equation. What is left undetermined at 
the phenomenological level is an explicit form of the scattering time, which 
is to be found from the Boltzmann equation with a given collision integral. 
Solutions of the Boltzmann equation for two-band systems in particular 
physical contexts can be found in, e.g. [45, 141].
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Scattering mechanism in a compensated metal 
is similar to that in undoped graphene

    

H = v0

!
σ ⋅k

distribution function is a 2×2 matrix

∂t f̂ + i[H , f̂ ]+ eE ⋅∇p f̂ = I[ f̂ ]

Quantum critical transport in clean graphene
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We describe electrical transport in ideal single-layer graphene at zero applied gate voltage. There is a
crossover from collisionless transport at frequencies larger than kBT /! !T is the temperature" to collision-
dominated transport at lower frequencies. The dc conductivity is computed by the solution of a quantum
Boltzmann equation. Due to a logarithmic singularity in the collinear scattering amplitude !a consequence of
relativistic dispersion in two dimensions", quasiparticles and quasiholes moving in the same direction tend to
an effective equilibrium distribution whose parameters depend on the direction of motion. This property allows
us to find the nonequilibrium distribution functions and the quantum critical conductivity exactly to leading
order in 1 / #ln!""#, where " is the coupling constant characterizing the Coulomb interactions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the intense experimental and theoretical interest
in the electronic properties of graphene,1 there has been rela-
tively little progress in measuring and understanding the role
of electron-electron interactions. However, the recent ability
to grow ultrahigh mobility, suspended, single-layer
graphene2,3 promises that the situation may well change in
the near future.

This paper will examine the role of electron-electron in-
teractions in an infinite sample of single-layer graphene
without impurities. We will also restrict our attention to the
undoped case, so that the chemical potential is at the node of
the massless Dirac spectrum. Our results can be extended to
include a nonzero chemical potential and a dilute concentra-
tion of impurities: this was discussed recently in Ref. 4 for a
low-frequency “hydrodynamic” regime, and additional re-
sults will appear in forthcoming work.

The key to understanding electron-electron interactions in
clean, undoped graphene is the fact that it is a nearly “quan-
tum critical” system with marginally irrelevant Coulomb
interactions.5–9 This implies that the inelastic electron-
electron-scattering rate is of order kBT /!, where T is the
absolute temperature, and there is a crossover from hydrody-
namic to “collisionless” transport as the measurement fre-
quency !$" is increased past the scattering rate.10,11 These
two regimes are captured in the following limiting forms for
the frequency dependence of the electrical conductivity, %:

%!$"

=$ e2

h %&

2
+ O& 1

ln!'/!$"'(, !$ ( kBT

e2

h"2!T"%0.760 + O& 1
#ln!"!T""#'(, !$ ) kBT"2!T" ,)

!1.1"
where "!T" is a temperature-dependent, dimensionless “fine-
structure constant,” which controls the strength of the
electron-electron interactions !defined more precisely in Sec.
II", and ' is a cutoff energy scale of the order of the elec-

tronic bandwidth. The high-frequency result above !the col-
lisionless regime" was obtained in Refs. 9, 12, and 13. The
leading term is the conductivity of four species of free mass-
less Dirac fermions. Herbut et al.13 also obtained the coeffi-
cient of the subleading *ln!' /!$"+−1 term. The low-
frequency result in Eq. !1.1", which corresponds to the
collision-dominated hydrodynamic regime, is the primary re-
sult of this paper. At asymptotically low temperatures we
have *see Eq. !2.4"+

"!T" ,
4

ln!'/T"
. !1.2"

The resulting logarithmic increase in % with decreasing T is
similar to those of quantum critical systems at their upper-
critical dimension.14 This can explicitly be seen in Fig. 1,
where the dc conductivity is plotted as a function of T; Fig. 2
shows a plot of the ac conductivity as a function of
!$ / !kBT". We see in Eq. !1.1" that the inelastic-scattering
rate of the carriers is of order *−1-!kBT /!""2!T". This is
closely related to the finding of González et al.6 that the
inverse lifetime of quasiparticle excitations due to Coulomb

!

"

#

$

% %&' ! !&' " "&' # #&' $

!"!#!"$"

%!&"#! $%!"

&"'!

FIG. 1. We show the dc conductivity with "!T" from Eq. !1.2"
as a function of T. The regime shown corresponds to T=0 K up to
approximately room temperature for a reasonable cutoff ' of sev-
eral eV. The arrow indicates the result of the relaxation-time ap-
proximation to the Boltzmann equation in the limit !*−1( kBT.
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Can be understood as a compensated (semi) metal
with ne = nh ∝T  and γ ∝T



Three ways to get a finite contribution to 
the dc conductivity from e-e interactions 

in a non-Galilean-invariant system

41

1)Umklapp scattering

2)Baber (interband) scattering

3)Anisotropic Fermi surface
(ee+impurities or finite frequency)



e-e interaction + impurities

42

Anisotropic FS

Without umklapps or disorder the conductivity is infinite
Add disorder but keep umklapps out

eE i vk
∂ f0k
∂εk

= Ic( )imp + Ic( )ee = −
fk − f0k

τ
+ Ic( )ee

ee collisions conserve the momentumà Ic( )eek∫ k = 0

Suppose the system is Galilean-invariant
(remain so on averaging over disorder)

εk =
k 2

2m
⇒ vk =

k
m

⇒ Ic( )eek∫ vk = 0
ee interaction in a dirty but Galilean-invariant system 
does not affect the conductivity

Multiply the B.E. by evk  and integrate over k

e2 vk (E i vk )
∂ f0k
∂εkk∫ = − j

τ
⇒σ = ne

2τ
m
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Effects beyond the Boltzmann equation:
1)  Quantum corrections 

(weak localization, Altshuler-Aronov/Zala-Narozhny-Aleiner, Aslamazov-Larkin…)
2) Hydrodynamic (viscous) correction in bulk samples (Hruska and Spivak PRB 2002; Andreev,Kivelson, Spivak 2011 )
3) Disorder in the bosonic mass (Patel & Sachdev 2014)

“ee interaction in a dirty but Galilean-invariant system 
does not affect the conductivity”

Valid only in the Boltzmann equation framework
where different sources of scattering act independently 

  

ρ = ρimp +δρ T( )
with δρ T( )∝ disorder

Altshuler-Aronov/Zala-Narozhny-Aleiner

ara frequencies !legitimately considered within this scheme
in 3D" increase the amplitude and cannot be interpreted as
‘‘damping.’’
In 2D, the integral over momentum transfers diverges

logarithmically at the lower limit, changing the behavior of
Im#0

R to E2lnE, where E!max$%,T&. This change does not
alter the principal result. Consider the simplest case of a
contact interaction. To the second order in this interaction,
the quadratic term in Eq. !5" is replaced by

i#̃0! i%n ,T "!"
U2m

'2vF
2 T (

)m!0

%n"'T

)mln!%F /)m". !6"

Although the sum in Eq. !6" does not have an analytic solu-
tion, it obviously vanishes for %n!'T .
To analyze a general case of a finite range and dynamic

interaction, including the screened Coulomb one, it is conve-
nient to find the imaginary part of the retarded self-energy
first and then continue back to Matsubara frequencies. On
the mass shell, Im#0

R is given by

Im#0
R!%"!"

'

2!2'"D
! d)F!)""coth )

2T "tanh
)"%

2T #,
where F())!*dDq+()"vF•q)ImVR() ,q) and VR() ,q) is
the retarded interaction potential. As a function of a complex
variable z, f (z),Im#R(z) has the following properties in
the upper half-plane: !i" all lines Imz!'(2n#1)T are
branch cuts on which Re f is continuous but Im f changes
jumpwise; !ii" due to the fact that tanh-x"i'(n#1/2).
!coth x, all points z!i'(2n#1)T are zeroes of f (z). Thus,
function f (z) is analytic in the band 0/Imz$'T including
the point z!i'T . Analytic continuation from the real axis
into this band is legitimate and at z!i'T it yields the Mat-
subara self-energy #̃0(i%0!i'T ,T), which is equal to zero.
Zeroes of f (z) at z!i'(2n#1)T with n01 do not lead to
vanishing of #̃0(i%n ,T) for n01 because those zeroes are
separated from the real axis by branch cuts and thus are not
accessible by analytic continuation. The two-dimensional
case is special only in that the q integration results in the ln)
factor in F()) which does not change the reasoning given
above. In particular, for a dynamically screened Coulomb
interaction in 2D, F())1)ln$)$ and still #̃0(i'T ,T)!0. As
this result does not depend on the particular form of the
interaction, it can be viewed as a generalization of the
Fowler-Prange theorem. Note that in 3D the Fowler-Prange
theorem is of limited applicability because nothing prevents
one from considering k%1 and lower values of T#TD ,
when the effect of #0(i%n%0 ,T) needs to be taken into ac-
count. In 2D, one is bound to consider only #0(i%n!0 ,T)
within the Luttinger approximation.
Finally, we discuss the effect of interference between

electron-electron and electron-impurity scattering on
magneto-oscillations, extending the analysis of the interfer-
ence corrections to the self-energy in 2D from the diffusive
(T2&1) !Ref. 19" to the ballistic (T2'1) limit. The general
form of the interference correction to the Matsubara self-
energy is !see Fig. 1"

#0
int! i%n ,p"!"2T (

%n()m"%n)%0
! d2q

!2'"2
V! i)m ,q "

(3! i)m ,q "G! i%n"i)m ,p"q", !7"

where G(i%n ,p)!(i%n"4p#isgn%n/22)"1 and the effective
interaction V!Vs#3Vt contains the contributions from both
singlet and triplet channels,15

Vs
"1! i)m ,q "!!2'e2/q#F5

0/6""1"7! i)m ,q ",

V8
"1! i)m ,q "!6/F8

0"7! i)m ,q ",

where 6!m/' . The factor of two in Eq. !7" accounts for two
possibilities of including the vertex correction in Fig. 1!a".
The Fermi-liquid constants F5

0 and F8
0 !Ref. 20" determine

the renormalized charge and spin susceptibilities, respec-
tively. The vertex 3(i)m ,q)!-!($)m$2#1)2#(qvF2)2
"1."1 reduces to 3!(D2q2#$)m$2)"1 and 3
!2"1-$)m$2#(qvF)2."1/2 in the diffusive and ballistic lim-
its, respectively. The general form of the !small q) polar-
izarion operator

7! i)m ,q "!"6-1"$)m$23! i)m ,q ". !8"

reduces to 7(i)m ,q)!"6Dq2/(Dq2#$)m$) in the diffu-
sive limit, where D!vF

2 2/2, and to 70(i)m ,q)!"6-1
"$)m$/!(vFq)2#)m

2 .in the ballistic one. Omitting the de-
tails of lengthy but straightforward calculations, we give just
the result for the self-energy valid to logarithmic accuracy

i#0
int! i'T ,T "!"T ln!%F /T "Q!T2 ,F8

0 "/2%F2 ,

where Q(T2 ,F8
0 )!g5(T2)#-3F8

0 /(1#F8
0 ).g8(T2) and

g5/8(x) are slowly varying functions which interpolate be-
tween the diffusive and ballistic regimes. The limiting values
of g5/8(x) are as follows: g5(0)!1, g5(x'1)!3/2, g8(0)
!1, g8(x'1)!1/2. Apart from the numerical coefficients,
the T dependence of i#0

int('T ,T) is the same in the diffusive
and ballistic regimes. In that sense, the behavior of the self-
energy is similar to that of the tunneling density of states.21
Notice that the interference correction to the scattering rate
in the ballistic regime $Im#0

R$int9(T/%F2)ln(%F /T) is smaller
than the scattering rate in a clean FL, $Im#0

R$int

FIG. 1. !a" The interference correction to the self-energy. !b"
The vertex correction is assigned to either one of the vertices in !a"
because the self-energy arises as insertions into the thermodynamic
potential !closed loops". !c" Singlet/triplet-channel contributions to
the effective potential.
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Violation of the Matthiesen rule: resistors are not connected in series



Wiedemann-Franz Law (1853) 

“Hallmark of the FL behavior” Not quite: hallmark of elastic scattering

Ronning et al. PRL 2006 

Sr3Ru2O7

WF is violated
Inconsistent with scattering 
from classical bosons:
downward violation:
energy is relaxed faster than
the momentum

Zhang et al. PRL 2000

Cu

YBCO

κ
Tσ

= L0 =
π 2

3
kB
e

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

2

44

energy relaxation rate << 
momentum relaxation rate

		

Classical	boson:	N ≈T /TD
T > "TD ": 	δε ≤TD ⇒diffusion	in	energy
every	collision	relaxes	momentum
scattering	from	a	thermally	disordered	field

	ρ = const 	ρ ∝T

	ρ ∝T
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1) Umklapp scattering

1) Interband scattering

1) Single-band, anisotropic Fermi surface

Can e-e interactions alone render
the resistivity finite and control its T-dependence?

Yes, but it is suppressed near
Pomeranchuk quantum criticality
and short-circuited by cold regions of the FS

Generic multiband metal:
need impurities the fix the low- and 
high-T values of resistivity 
Compensated metal: no saturation at higher T

~generic multiband

ρ

	T	ρ0

ρ∞

Umklapp &compensated metal 

Anything else

	Tα



Outline
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, iii)anisotropic metals
1d Optical conductivity
1e The puzzle of charge transport in STO
2. Coherent transport of incoherent quasiparticles
2a. Charge and thermal transport near

a ferromagnetic quantum critical point
2b. Which mass enters the conductivity?



Non-Galilean-invariant system:
ee interaction affects the conductivity
even within the Boltzmann equation
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vk ≠
k
m
⇒ Ic( )eek∫ k = 0 but Ic( )eek∫ vk ≠ 0

Momentum is conserved but current is not

e2 vk (E i vk )
∂ f0k
∂εkk∫ = − j

τ
+ e Ic( )eek∫ vk

current relaxation by ee interaction
! "# $#

R. Gurzhi
Sov. Phys. Uspekhi 1968 



Effect of ee interaction on the conductivity
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1) Low temperature: frequent ei collisions, rare ee collisionsà
perturbation theory in ee scattering

eE i vk
∂ f0k
∂εk

= −
fk − f0k

τ
+ Ic( )ee

[ fk ]

Drop Ic( )ee
 and solve 

eE i vk
∂ f0k
∂εk

= −
f imp − f0k

τ

Substitute fk = f
imp +δ f ee  into the RHS⇒

 δ f ee = τ Ic( )ee
[ f imp]∼ τ

τ ee

f imp ≪ f imp

Find the correcton to the current and to the conductivity



Correction to the residual resistivity due to ee
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FL: ρee = T
2 dAk dApp∈FS∫

d Dq

2π( )D
 ∫ Wkp→k+qp−q vk + vp − vk−q − vp+q( )2

k∈FS∫ δ εk − εk−q( )δ εp − εp+q( )

Check: Galilean-invariant system vk=
k
m

...⇒ vk + vp − vk−q − vp+q( )2
= 0⇒ ρee = 0 ∨

For a generic FS, ρ = ρimp + AT
2  but AT 2 ≪ ρimp

ρ = ρimp + ρee

  

NB: A is independent of disorder 
``a la Matthiesen"
Only at low T !



2) High temperatures: frequent ee collisions, rare ei
collisions but…

50

ee collisions CANNOT render the conductivity finite on their own
ee collisions equilibrate electron liquid whose center of mass flows with the velocity

determined by disorder 

	T

	ρimp ∞( )

	ρimp 0( ) 		const +T2

		

σ ij T =0( ) = e2vFτ imp viv j FS

σ ij T→∞( ) = e2vFτ imp
vikl v jkl

k2ll
∑

Sphere (or ellipsoid):  σ ij T = 0( ) =σ ij (T = ∞)

Otherwise    σ ij T = 0( ) <σ ij (T = ∞) but generically   σ ij T = 0( ) ∼σ ij (T = ∞)

Violation of the Mathiesen rule   
			f = f0 εk −u ⋅k( )



Both ρ∞  and ρ0  
are determined by disorder
(in reality, phonons mask
 saturation at high T )

ρ

T
ρ0

ρ∞

Compensated metal 

Anything else

T 2

		1/τ ee(T
* )~1/τ imp

Summary: non-Galilean-invariant system:
normal ee collisions +disorder
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		T *

		 

Difference	between	the	multiband-	and	single-band	case:
1)	multiband:	ρ∞ /ρ0 ∝mheavy /mlight ≫1
⇒ true	scaling	regime	ρ0≪ ρee(T)≪ ρ∞

2)	single-band:	ρ∞ ~ ρ0;	⇒no	true	scaling	regime	ρ0≪ ρee(T)≪ ρ∞
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In this paper we consider an example in which these difficulties
have been overcome, and in which the signatures of the marginal
Fermi-liquid state in the transport properties (w and r) have been
observed and interpreted in terms of a semiquantitative model for the
first time.

The material selected for the search for the marginal Fermi-liquid
state is ZrZn2, which crystallizes in the C15 cubic Laves structure.
This compound is the best-known member of a small group of mar-
ginally ferromagnetic metals in which the constituent elemental
metals are not magnetic (in fact, Zr and Zn are superconductors at
low temperature). The low-temperature magnetization M and the
Curie temperature TC of ZrZn2 are both an order of magnitude
smaller than that of nickel, the archetypal itinerant-electron ferro-
magnet, and the magnetic transition is continuous except very close
to the critical pressure where ferromagnetic order disappears15. Also,
Fermi surface measurements16 show that the ferromagnetism in
ZrZn2 can be understood in terms of itinerant electrons alone, and
inelastic neutron scattering studies17,18 reveal that the spin-fluc-
tuation spectrum is principally characterized by dissipative modes
of a form expected in the SCR model.

Importantly, ZrZn2 can be purified to a sufficiently high level to
allow us to unambiguously separate out the electronic and phonon
contributions to w. This has thus far been the central stumbling block
in establishing the crucial difference between w and r expected for a

marginal Fermi-liquid state in a nearly or weakly ferromagnetic
metal. The details of the measurements of w and r, the separation
of the electronic and phonon contributions and numerical calcula-
tions of w and r in the SCR model are given in the Supplementary
Information.

The ambient pressure measurements of the transport properties in
a high purity sample and comparisons with the predictions of the SCR
model are presented in Fig. 1. Figure 1a and b shows the temperature
variations of the thermal conductivity, k, and of r, respectively, for a
sample with a residual resistivity of r0 5 0.31mV cm. (This corre-
sponds to a residual resistivity ratio r(373 K)/r0 of close to 200 and
an electronic mean free path of several thousand ångströms.) The inset
of Fig. 1a shows k versus T for this sample and for a less clean sample
over a wide temperature range. A comparison of these two samples
(Supplementary Information, section 3) allows us to conclude that
below 15 K the thermal conductivity of the high-quality sample is
overwhelmingly dominated by electrons. Figure 1c shows the differ-
ence, d, between the thermal resistivity, which we define using the
Wiedemann Franz law to be w 5 L0T/k, and r, plotted versus tem-
perature. Here L0 is the Sommerfeld value of the Lorenz number
(2.45 3 1028 WVK22). Figure 1d shows the temperature-dependent
part of the resistivity, Dr 5 r 2 r0, plotted in this case versus T5/3.

We see that d is linear in T and Dr is linear in T5/3 at low tem-
peratures. As shown in the insets of Fig. 1c and d, the observed

Table 1 | Temperature dependences of transport properties

Transport property Fermi liquid Marginal Fermi liquid

Electrical resistivity r 5 r0 1 AT2 r 5 r0 1 aT5/3

Thermal resistivity, w 5 L0T/k w 5 w0 1 AT2 1 BT2 w 5 w0 1 aT5/3 1 bT
Thermal minus electrical resistivities, d 5 w 2 r d 5 BT2 d 5 bT

Results are shown for a Fermi liquid and for a marginal Fermi liquid with long-range spin–spin interactions on the border of ferromagnetism3,5,33. For a comparison of the temperature dependences of
other physical properties, see, for example, refs 8, 9. The specific heat for the marginal Fermi liquid differs from that of a Fermi liquid by a correction factor that is logarithmic in T. In contrast to w and
r, the correction is weak and difficult to separate from phonon and other contributions to the specific heat in materials such as ZrZn2.
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Figure 1 | Evidence for the marginal Fermi-liquid state in ZrZn2. a, b, Main
panels, the thermal conductivity (a) and electrical resistivity (b) of ZrZn2

(blue curves; residual resistivity r0 5 0.31mV cm). Insets in a and b show the
same properties over a wider temperature range, and also for a sample with
higher r0 (red curves; 6.9mV cm). In this figure and Fig. 3 the error for each
point is believed to be smaller than the size of the data points. Comparison of
these two samples allows us to demonstrate that the thermal conductivity of
the clean sample is strongly dominated by conduction by electrons up to
15 K (Supplementary Information, section 3). c, The difference between the

thermal and the electrical resistivity (d) is linear with temperature, as
predicted for the marginal Fermi liquid. d, The temperature-dependent part
of the electrical resistivity plotted against T5/3 also shows the marginal
Fermi-liquid dependence (the straight lines in c and d are guides to the eye).
Insets in c and d show the predictions of the SCR model for ZrZn2 for three
different values of the parameter kc (in Å21); in both cases the values are
scaled to the electrical resistivity at 15 K. Details of these calculations are
described in Supplementary Information, section 4.
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Non-Fermi-Liquid Behavior at a Ferromagnetic Quantum Critical Point in NixPd12x

M. Nicklas, M. Brando, G. Knebel, F. Mayr, W. Trinkl, and A. Loidl
Experimentalphysik V, Elektronische Korrelationen und Magnetismus, Institut für Physik, Universität Augsburg,

D-86135 Augsburg, Germany
(Received 14 December 1998)

NixPd12x is investigated at the border of enhanced Pauli paramagnetism and itinerant ferromagnetism.
We provide convincing experimental evidence for the occurrence of a ferromagnetic (FM) quantum
critical point (QCP). At a nickel concentration x ≠ 0.025 6 0.002, the concentration dependence of
the Curie temperature, as well as the temperature dependencies of the electrical resistivity, the magnetic
susceptibility, and of the linear term of the specific heat follow the theoretical predictions of a FM QCP
within experimental uncertainties. [S0031-9007(99)09221-2]

PACS numbers: 71.10.Hf, 75.40.Cx, 75.50.Cc

After the observation of striking departures from the
predictions of Fermi-liquid theory in UxY12xPd3 [1,2],
during the last decade non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) behavior
of highly correlated electron systems was in the focus of
experimentalists and theoreticians [3]. In most cases re-
ported so far, NFL behavior appears close to the phase
boundary of magnetic order. A continuous increase of the
linear term of the heat capacity down to the lowest tem-
peratures and significant deviations from a T2 dependence
of the resistivity were classified as hallmarks of NFL be-
havior. The largest body of experimental evidence has
been presented in heavy-fermion systems (HFS), in which
competing RKKY and Kondo interactions offer the op-
portunity to tune the systems towards vanishing magnetic
order. Alloying or pressure have been used to establish a
T ≠ 0 K magnetic phase transition.
To describe the experimental observations different

theoretical concepts have been worked out. For Kondo
systems two-channel [4] and multichannel Kondo models
[5] have been developed. In diluted systems which
reveal inherent disorder, theories taking a distribution of
Kondo temperatures into account [6] or an interpretation
in terms of a spin-glass-like Griffiths phase [7] have
been proposed. Finally, theories were derived which
exhibit a ferromagnetic (FM) or antiferromagnetic (AFM)
quantum critical point (QCP) characterized by a T ≠
0 K phase-transition temperature. Using renormalization-
group theories [8,9] it has been shown that quantum
systems depend crucially on the spatial dimensions and
on the dynamic exponent. Quantum phase transitions
also were described in terms of phenomenological spin-
fluctuation models with great success [10–12].
So far most of the investigations in the field of

HFS deal with vanishing AFM phase transitions (for a
review, see [13]). From the many systems that have
been studied, CeCu62xAux [14] and CeNi2Ge2 [15] are
the most promising candidates for the observations of a
QCP. In the former case, heat capacity and resistivity
can be consistently explained taking two-dimensional spin
fluctuations into account and neutron scattering results

revealed that these fluctuations indeed may exist [16].
In CeNi2Ge2 [15] the heat capacity and the thermal
expansion revealed an increase towards low temperatures
as theoretically predicted for an AFM QCP. One of the
rare examples of HFS which is close to ferromagnetic
order is Th12xUxCu2Si2 [17]. And indeed, in a limited
temperature range and close to the critical concentration a
logarithmic increase has been detected for the linear term
of the specific heat.
The pure d-transition metal systems MnSi and ZrZn2

have been investigated with respect to quantum criti-
cal behavior [11]. Here the resistivity as a function of
pressure revealed significant deviations from Fermi-liquid
behavior as ferromagnetism becomes suppressed. Follow-
ing this line of research we wanted to study a FM QCP
in a transition metal with marginal disorder only. Quite
naturally Pd, which is a strongly enhanced Pauli para-
magnet close to FM order, seems to be the ideal starting
material to investigate a FM 0 K phase transition. The
theoretical predictions for a FM QCP are a logarithmic in-
crease of the coefficient of the linear term of the specific
heat [12,18], a low-temperature resistivity that follows a
T5y3 dependence [12,19], a magnetic susceptibility that
increases as x0 2 x1T 3y4 towards low temperatures [12],
and a dependence on an external system parameter, which
in our case will be the impurity concentration x, which
follows sx 2 xcd3y4 [8,12]. xc denotes the critical con-
centration where FM order is suppressed.
In this Letter we report on systematic heat capacity,

electrical resistivity, and magnetization experiments in
NixPd12x alloys at ambient pressure. It has long been
known that roughly 2.5% of nickel ions doped into pal-
ladium induce FM order [20]. Hence it seems an ideal
system to study quantum critical behavior as the induced
structural and magnetic disorder is rather small and dis-
order phenomena are believed to play only a minor role.
Already 30 years ago, nickel doped Pd has been a para-
mount example to study the low-temperature heat capacity
and resistivity. Within early spin-fluctuation (SF) theo-
ries [21] the occurrence of an additional T3 lnsTyT0d in
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Marginal breakdown of the Fermi-liquid state on the
border of metallic ferromagnetism
R. P. Smith1, M. Sutherland1, G. G. Lonzarich1, S. S. Saxena1, N. Kimura2, S. Takashima3, M. Nohara3 & H. Takagi3,4

For the past half century, our understanding of how the interactions
between electrons affect the low-temperature properties of metals
has been based on the Landau theory of a Fermi liquid1. In recent
times, however, there have been an increasingly large number of
examples in which the predictions of the Fermi-liquid theory appear
to be violated2. Although the qualitative reasons for the breakdown
are generally understood, the specific quantum states that replace
the Fermi liquid remain in many cases unclear. Here we describe an
example of such a breakdown where the non-Fermi-liquid prop-
erties can be interpreted. We show that the thermal and electrical
resistivities in high-purity samples of the d-electron metal ZrZn2 at
low temperatures have T and T5/3 temperature dependences,
respectively: these are the signatures of the ‘marginal’ Fermi-liquid
state3–7, expected to arise from effective long-range spin–spin inter-
actions in a metal on the border of metallic ferromagnetism in three
dimensions3,5. The marginal Fermi liquid provides a link between
the conventional Fermi liquid and more exotic non-Fermi-liquid
states that are of growing interest in condensed matter physics. The
idea of a marginal Fermi liquid has also arisen in other contexts—
for example, in the phenomenology of the normal state of the copper
oxide superconductors7, and in studies of relativistic plasmas and of
nuclear matter3,4,6.

The low-temperature properties of metals are traditionally
described in terms of the concept of elementary excitations. These
excitations include the quanta of motion of the crystal lattice, or
phonons, and the quanta of motion of the conduction electron sys-
tem, or quasiparticle–quasihole pairs. The density of elementary
excitations in thermal equilibrium decreases with decreasing temper-
ature and vanishes as T R 0 K. If the interactions between these exci-
tations are short range, we then expect the characteristic lifetime
between collisions, t, to diverge with decreasing temperature: that
is, we expect the scattering rate, t21, to vanish as T R 0. A key prop-
erty of the Fermi-liquid state is that the quasiparticle scattering rate
vanishes specifically as the square of the temperature, that is, t21 /
T2. This leads to a T2 temperature dependence of both the thermal
resistivity, w, and the electrical resistivity, r, a behaviour character-
istic of conventional metals at low temperatures.

The Fermi-liquid state can break down if the quasiparticle inter-
actions are attractive or if they are long range. In particular, the
conventional (relativistic) current–current interaction between
charge carriers remains long range in a normal metal and thus could,
at least in principle, lead to a non-Fermi-liquid form of the relaxation
rate t21 at sufficiently low temperatures. For an ideally pure system
in three dimensions (3D), the current–current interaction is expected
to give rise to a quasiparticle scattering rate of the anomalous form
t21 / T log(T*/T) in the T R 0 limit, where T* is a temperature
scale6. This leads to a linear temperature dependence of the thermal
resistivity, w / T, and a five-thirds power law for the electrical

resistivity, r / T5/3 (refs 4–6). This is a crucial difference from the
Fermi-liquid state, as it means that the characteristic uncertainty in
the energy of a thermally excited quasiparticle (proportional to t21)
diverges in comparison with its characteristic energy (proportional
to T). This effectively means that there are no well-defined fermionic
excitations and that there is, evidently, a breakdown not only of the
Fermi-liquid state but also potentially of the concept of elementary
excitations itself, as it is traditionally understood. The state in which
the ratio t21/T diverges logarithmically is the marginal case in which
the quasiparticles cease to exist.

This is an example of a type of marginal Fermi liquid that arises as a
result of long-range (non-local) effective quasiparticle
interactions3–6. The term ‘marginal Fermi liquid’ was first introduced
to describe a different problem, involving local interactions in a
model of the high-temperature copper oxide superconductors7. In
both local and non-local marginal Fermi liquids, the thermal resistiv-
ity, w, is linear in T at low T. However, crucially, the electrical resis-
tivities differ in the two cases, namely, r varies as T and as T5/3 in the
local and above non-local marginal Fermi liquids, respectively. We
shall be concerned here solely with the non-local case in which the T
dependences of w and r differ such that the ratio w/r does not
saturate at low T, but diverges as T22/3.

The current–current interaction is important in relativistic plas-
mas, but can usually be ignored for normal metallic densities under
achievable experimental conditions. A marginal Fermi-liquid state
might arise at readily accessible conditions, on the other hand, owing
to the effects of long-range spin–spin interactions in pure metals on
the border of ferromagnetic order at low temperatures. The problem
of long-range spin–spin interactions has been described by the self-
consistent-renormalization (SCR) approximation8 and related
approximations3,4,9, and also by the renormalization group tech-
niques applied to quantum phase transitions and quantum critical
phenomena10. The predictions of these approaches for the transport
properties are qualitatively similar, and are summarized in Table 1
for a 3D itinerant-electron system on the border of ferromagnetism.

The SCR model reduces to the Fermi-liquid (FL) model below a
temperature scale TFL, which tends to vanish at the critical pressure or
critical composition where ferromagnetic order disappears. Above
TFL but below another crossover temperature TMFL (to be discussed
below in a particular case), the SCR model reduces to the marginal
Fermi liquid (MFL) if the ferromagnetic transition is continuous8,9.
The marginal Fermi-liquid regime has been difficult to identify un-
ambiguously because (1) the transitions of interest are typically first
order rather than continuous11,12, (2) phonons can mask the intrinsic
electronic state at intermediate temperatures (that is,
TFL , T , TMFL) and (3) quenched disorder not included in the
SCR model can play an important role in some of the key materials
investigated thus far13,14.

1Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge, J. J. Thomson Avenue, Cambridge CB3 0HE, UK. 2Center for Low Temperature Science, Tohoku University, Sendai, Miyagi 980-8578,
Japan. 3Department of Advanced Materials Science, University of Tokyo, Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8561, Tokyo, Japan. 4RIKEN, 2-1 Hirosawa Wako, Saitama 351-0198, Japan.
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	Can	be	attributed	to	single-band	mechanism
		ρ T( )/ρ0 <15%	(D.	Belitz,	private	comm.) 		ρ T( )/ρ0 ≈3

	Need	other	mechanisms
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!

Q0

Another role of impurities:
Getting out of the Hlubina-Rice conundrum

    

1/ τ hot ≫1/ τ cold

SDW (z=2) criticality in 2D: 1/ τ hot ∝ T

Linear size of the hot spot: q ∝ T
Naively, ρ ∝ (1/ τ hot )q ∝T

Not so fast (Hlubina & Rice PRB 1995 ): σ =e2 vF
2τ k( )

FS

Cold regions short-circuit hot regions: σ ∝τ cold ∝T −2

    

Rosch (PRL 1999): scattering time with impurities 

τ k( ) = 1
1/ τ imp +1/ τ hot k( ) ≈ τ imp −

τ imp
2

τ hot k( ) + ... for τ imp ≪ τ hot k( )

ρ = ρimp +
1

e2 vF
2

vF
2

τ hot k( ) = ρimp +CT

at least for CT ≪ ρimp
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Optical conductivity

Finite dc conductivity:  need umklapps or electron-hole scattering in a compensated metal
optical conductivity:     a single  but anisotropic Fermi surface suffices

−iωδ f + evk ⋅E
∂ f0
∂εk

= Ic( )ee δ f⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

Iterate w.r.t. Ic( )ee
−iωδ f (0) + evk ⋅E

∂ f0k
∂εk

= 0

−iωδ f (1) = Ic( )ee δ f 0( )⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

Ic( )ee [δ f ]= Wkp→k 'p ' δ f
(0)
k +δ f

(0)
p −δ f

(0)
k ' −δ f

(0)
p '( )

k 'pp '
∑

= 1
ω 2 Wkp→k 'p ' vk + vp − vk ' − vp '( )

k 'pp '
∑ iE

	1/τ imp ⇒ω

Finite frequency ~ impurity scattering

vk + vp − vk ' − vp ' ≠ 0 in any non-Galilean-invariant system

⇒δ f 1( ) ∝ E
ω 2τ

⇒σ ' =
ω 2

p

4π
1

ω 2τ	ee 	ee
		FL:	1/τ ee ∝ω 2 + 2πT( )2



Same statement in the diagrammatic language

Review

5

of impurities only, and higher orders are obtained by iterations 
with respect to the ee collision integral. In the Galilean-invariant 
case4, the Boltzmann equation predicts that ee interaction does 
not affect the resistivity, i.e. the analog of gk in equation (2.4) 
vanishes. If Galilean invariance is broken, the analog of ( )gk

1  is 
non-zero, i.e. ee interaction contributes to the resistivity. Beyond 
the Boltzmann equation, ee interaction may affect the resistivity 
already in the Galilean-invariant case via, e.g. quantum-mechan-
ical interference effects [50], superconducting fluctuations [51], 
and finite viscosity of the electron liquid [52, 53].

Another similarity between the dc and optical conductivi-
ties is in the interplay between normal ee scattering (with rate 
/τ1 ee) and momentum-relaxing scattering (with rate /τ1 i). For 

simplicity, we assume that the latter mechanism in the dc case 
is due to impurities. At low temperatures, when τ τ≫ee i, the 
scattering rates of the two processes add up according to the 
Matthiessen rule:

/ / /τ τ τ= +1 1 1 .eff i ee (2.10)

The Matthiessen rule, however, does not hold at all temper-
atures. In particular, at higher temperatures, when τ τ≪ee i, the 
ee term in the resistivity does not become the dominant one. 
Instead, the resistivity saturates at a temperature-independent 
value, which is proportional to /τ1 i but, in general, differs from 
the residual resistivity at T  =  0 [4, 45]. The physical reason for 
such saturation is that normal ee collisions by themselves can-
not relax the current, no matter how frequent they are. This can 
be done only by impurities (and/or umklapps). All normal col-
lisions can do is to modify the energy dependence of the dis-
tribution function, and it is this modification that changes the 
resistivity compared to the residual one. The ratio of the high-T 
to low-T saturation values is determined by the shape of the FS.

The interplay between normal and momentum-relaxing 
scattering in the optical conductivity is similar to the dc case 
in a sense that the Matthiessen rule is, in general, also vio-
lated. In the collisionless regime, ( ) /σ τΩ ∝ Ω′ 1 2

eff, where 
/τ1 eff is given by an equation  similar to equation  (2.10) but 

with, generally speaking, different weights of the /τ1 ee and /τ1 i 
terms (see equation (2.21) below). At lower frequencies, how-
ever, /τ1 ee and /τ1 i do not contribute additively to the frequency 
dependence of ( )σ Ω′ .

In the next section, we analyze the optical conductivity of 
a two-band metal. The results of this section are not new: they 

Figure 1. Feynman diagrams for the optical conductivity.

4 Although impurities violate Galilean invariance, this effect is not captured 
by the Boltzmann equation for an average (over realizations of disorder) 
distribution function, which is still parametrized by momentum. In this case, 
it makes sense to speak about Galilean invariance of an electron system in 
the presence of impurities.
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Current-current correlaton function

K ω( ) = vk + vp − vk ' − vp '

=0 in a Gal. inv. system
! "### $###
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× bunch of Green's functions
kpk 'p '
∑
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Warning

		 

σ ' ω( ) = Ωp
2

4πω 2τ ee

	looks	like	an	expansion	of	the	Drude	formula

σ D
' ω( ) = Ωp

2

4π Re
1

1/τ ee − iω
	for	ωτ ee≫1

Q:	Do	we	have	the	Drude	formula	at	all	ω?

		

A:		No.
2-band	model	(again)⇒``superconductor	at	finite	ω ''
	without	intra-band	momentum	relaxation:

σ ω( ) = Ωp
2 −Ω0

2

4π
1

τ ee
−1 − iω

+ i
Ω0

2

4π(ω + iδ )

Ωp
2 = 4πe2 n1

m1
+
n2
m2

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
;	Ω0

2 = 4π
e1n1 +e2n2( )2
n1m1 +n2m2

σ ' ω( ) = Ω0
2

4 δ ω( )+ regular	part
If	the	metal	is	not	compensated	(Ω0 ≠0),	σ ' 0( ) =∞

Review
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A non-Drude from of the conductivity affects the behavior 
of the reflection coefficient at low frequencies ( τΩ ≪ 1ee ). For 
a Drude metal, − ∝ ΩR1  (the Hagen–Rubens relation). For 

( )σ Ω  given by equation (2.12), 1  −  R scales instead as Ω2:

τ− ≈ Ω
Ω − Ω

Ω
R1 2 2 .p

p

2
ee

2
0
2

3 (2.17)

2.2.2. Both momentum-conserving and momentum-relaxing 
scattering. Now, let’s add momentum-relaxing scattering 
due to disorder or umklapps. This can be modeled by add-
ing the /τ−m vj j j terms (  j  =  1,2) to the right-hand sides of 
the equations of motion (equation (2.11)), where τ1,2  are the 
momentum-relaxation times. (The rates /τ1 1,2  are assumed to 
account for both intra- and inter-band momentum-relaxing 
processes.) Even in this case, however, the conductivity is 
not described by the Drude formula with the total relaxation 
rate given by the sum of partial rates, i.e. by / / /τ τ τ+ +1 1 11 2 ee 
because momentum-relaxing and momentum-conserving 
mechanisms are not additive. While the Drude formula has 
only one characteristic frequency scale ( /τ1 ), the actual con-
ductivity in our case has three scales: the first two are given 
by the momentum-relaxing and momentum-conserving scat-
tering rates, corre spondingly, and the third one (roughly a 
geometric mean of the two previous ones) defines a crossover 
between the two regimes. Solving the modified equations of 
motion, we obtain

( )
( )

( ) ( / )

⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

σ
π

γ

γ τ
Ω =

+ + + Ω + +

Ω − + Ω
′

τ τ τ τ τ τ
Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω − Ω

1
4

0
2 2

2
0
2 2

eff
2

p1
2

2

2
2

1

0
2

ee

1
2

1

2
2

2

2
0
2

ee

 (2.18)

and

( )
( )

( )( )

( ) ( / )
″σ

γ

γ τ
Ω = Ω

+ + + Ω + Ω Ω −

Ω − + Ω

τ τ τ τ
Ω Ω Ω

,

1
1
2

2
2 2

0
2

2
0
2 2

eff
2

1
2

2

2
2

1

0
2

ee (2.19)

where ⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟γ

ττ τ τ τ
= +

+
+

+
1 1 1 1

1
1 1

1
andn m

n m
n m
n m

0
2

1 2 ee 1 2
2 2

1 1

1 1

2 2

 (2.20 a)

τ τ τ τ
= + +1 1 1 1

.
eff 1 2 ee

 (2.20 b)

The high-frequency tail of equation  (2.18) is of the Drude 
form

( )
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟σ

π τ τ τ
Ω =

Ω
Ω
+
Ω
+
Ω − Ω

′
1

4
,p

2
1
2

1

2
2

2

2
0
2

ee
 (2.21)

while ( ) /″σ Ω ∝ Ω1 . In the static limit, ( )σ Ω= =′ 0

πγ+ +
τ τ τ
Ω Ω Ω 4 0

21
2

2

2
2

1

0
2

ee( )/  is finite, while ( )″σ Ω  vanishes.

In between the high- and low-frequency limits, however, the 
conductivity is not described by the Drude formula. To analyze 
the form of conductivity at intermediate frequencies, we focus on 
the hydrodynamic regime, when momentum-conserving scatter-
ing is stronger than momentum-relaxing one: / / /τ τ τ∼≫1 1 1ee 1 2 
(here and thereafter, the  ∼  sign means ‘equal in order of magni-
tude’). This regime has received considerable attention recently 
in the context of both strongly-correlated systems and Weyl/
Dirac metals [46, 53, 57–62]. We consider a generic case when 
∼n n1 2 and ∼m m1 2; this implies that Ω ∼Ω ∼Ω ∼Ωp1 2 0 , and 
τ τ∼1 2. In this case, the analysis of equation (2.18) shows that 
there are three crossover frequencies: (1) / / /τ τ τ∼ ∼1 1 1i 1 2, (2) 
/τ1 ee, and (3) the intermediate scale / /τ ττ γ∼ ∼∗1 1 i ee 0.

For /τΩ ∗≪ 1 , ( )σ Ω′  has a Drude peak with relaxation time 
τi: in the dc limit, ( )σ Ω′  is proportional to τi; for / /τ τΩ ∗≪ ≪1 1i , 

( ) /σ τΩ ∝ Ω′ 1 .2
i  This is the smeared-out delta-function peak 

described in the previous section. The high-frequency tail 
of this peak is cut off at /τΩ∼ ∗1 , where ( )σ Ω′  saturates at a 
quasi-static value proportional to τee. For /! τΩ 1 ee, ( )σ Ω′  has 
a second Drude peak with relaxation time τee. The two-peak 
structure of ( )σ Ω′  is depicted in figure 3, left.

For /τΩ ∗≪ 1 , the imaginary part of ( )σ Ω  obeys the Drude 
formula with relaxation time τi : ( )″σ Ω  vanishes linearly with 
Ω for /τΩ≪ 1 i and falls off as /Ω1  for /τΩ≫ 1 i. In contrast to 

( )σ Ω′ , however, ( )″σ Ω  does not have the second Drude peak for 
/τΩ ∗≫ 1 . Instead, the /Ω1  tail of the first Drude peak matches 

smoothly with a non-Drude form in equation  (2.15), para-
metrized by relaxation time τee. Overall, ( )″σ Ω  behaves as /Ω1  
for /τΩ≫ 1 i, with different plasma frequencies in the prefactor 
of the /Ω1  term. As a result, ( )″σ Ω  has a knee at /τΩ∼ 1 ee, see 
figure 3, right.

Figure 3. Left: ( )σ Ω′  of a two-band metal (equation (2.18)) in the hydrodynamic regime, where the momentum-relaxing scattering rate, 
/τ1 i, is much smaller than the rate of momentum-conserving ee scattering, /τ1 ee. Right: the same for ( )″σ Ω  (equation (2.19)). Both ( )σ Ω′  and 

( )″σ Ω  are plotted on the log-log scale.
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2-band model with intra-band
momentum relaxation
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2D: slow relaxation of current
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No energy and momentum
relaxation (in binary collisions)

Hidden integrability of motion on a 2D convex Fermi surface

1D:

58

“Integrability” in 2D:

  
ρ = ρimp + 0×T 2 + BT 4

  
ρ = ρimp + AT 2



Cooper channel swapping forward scattering 

Solution on a circle: only three possible scattering  processes

		ρ = ρimp +0×T2Neither of these processes relaxes currentà

Δv = vk + vp
0

!"# $#
− vk ' − vp '

0
!"# $#

Δv = vk − vp '
0

!"# $#
+ vp − vk '

0
!"# $#

Δv = vk − vk '
0

!"# $#
+ vp − vp '

0
!"# $#
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q

Why so few choices?
A circle is convex: at most two self-intersection points

Same is true for any convex FS

ρ = ρimp + 0×T
2 + BT 4 + ...
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Integrability is broken if the Fermi surface has  
more than two self-intersection points

3D: any non-
quadratic FS multiband

2D: concave FS
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The	puzzle	of	the	T2 	resistivity	in	quantum	paraelectrics
																												SrTiO3 ,	KTaO3 ,	PbTe...

Science 349, 945 (2015)

Quantum paraelectric:
Almost a ferroelectric which did 
not make it due to zero-point motion.
Strong fluctuations of the electric
dipole moment.



ρ = ρ0 + AT
2

What's so surprizing?

Almost everything

Doped SrTiO3 (STO)



1) n~1017 cm-3: Single-pocket, tiny, slightly non-spherical Fermi surface 
at the BZ center: no umklapps, no compensation (e- only)

2) 
3) T2 goes through plasma frequency, Fermi energy ,TO phonon frequency (~20 K)
4) Weak e-e interaction: 
5) Even single-particle T2 sets in only at 

   
Quantum paraelectric: ε ω = 0( ) ≈ 25,000⇒ rs ≈ 0.01⇒ω p ∼1 K≪ EF ∼10 K

   
T < TFL ~ω p ∼1 K≪ EF ∼10 K

  6) τ  depends on n only weakly 2

argument however is true only for the inverse of quasipar-
ticle relaxation time 1/⌧ee, not for the resistivity. This
can be understood from a simple example of Galilean
invariant FL (no lattice and no impurities) where the re-
sistivity is zero regardless of whether the ee interaction
is present in the system or not whereas the quasiparticle
relaxation time, as measured e.g., by thermal conductiv-
ity, scales as T

�2. The physical reason behind this is
the conservation of electron momenta. The conservation
of momentum implies the conservation of respective ve-
locities which subsequently implies the conservation of
electric current. The steady-state current in the pres-
ence of an external electric field is achieved only when
there is a momentum relaxing process. To explain this
T

2 term in the resistivity Baber invoked two-band com-
pensated metallic system, with equal numbers of elec-
trons and holes, which is the simplest example of a sys-
tem with broken Galilean invariance. Even if each of
the bands is parabolic, Galilean invariance of the system
as a whole is broken. He considered the e↵ect of inter-
band ee scattering for finite resistivity as the intra-band
ee scattering conserves momentum and leads to zero re-
sistivity. Compensated metallic system is a special case
when normal ee scattering alone renders finite resistivity.
Another mechanism which leads to T

2-resistivity is the
umklapp scattering where momentum conserves upto a
reciprocal lattice vector: k + p = k0 + p0 + b.18,19 The
umklapp processes, however, are allowed if the incom-
ing momenta k and p as well as the momentum transfer
q = k � k0 = p � p0 are all of the order of reciprocal
lattice vector b. This criteria is satisfied, first, when the
Fermi surface is large enough, e.g., at least quarter filled
in tight-binding case,20 and second, when the interac-
tion is su�ciently short ranged. In conventional metals,
both these conditions are easily met because of a large
number of charge carriers and e↵ective screening of the
Coulomb interaction. The umklapp collision thus occurs
at a rate of 1/⌧ee and the resistivity therefore scales as
T

2. However, when umklapps are suppressed the T
2 be-

havior arises due to the combination of electron-impurity
and ee scattering; see Ref. 21 for detail.

Recently Maslov and Chubukov22 have pointed out
that there is an alternative explanation for T 2-resistivity
invoking scattering of charge carriers with two soft TO
phonons23,24. Indeed, for T > !TO, where !TO is the
TO phonon frequency, the number of phonons is given by
T/!TO. Since we are taking scattering with two phonons
into account, the resistivity, ⇢ / (number of phonons)2,
which eventually leads to ⇢ / T

2. This is the origin of T 2-
resistivity due to scattering with two soft TO phonons.
The T

3 scaling however is puzzling. Naively one can
guess that since two-phonon process gives T

2 scaling in
resistivity, the three-phonon process might give T

3 scal-
ing. But this argument does not hold true based on sym-
metry ground. There are two vectors in the process q
and P. The possible scalars from these two vectors are
q ·q, q ·P and P ·P, where q is the transfer momentum
and P is the polarization. We can discard q · q possi-
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FIG. 1: Resistivity plot for SrTiO3�� with temperature.

bility because it does not have any information about
interaction with phonons. Now, since q · P is zero for
one TO phonon, the only possibility is to bring one more
phonon and write the Hamiltonian quadratic in polariza-
tion which is P · P. This is a two-phonon process. For
three phonons, one simply cannot form a non-zero scalar,
so this process is eliminated. In general we only have even
order processes for scattering of charge carriers with TO
phonons. So, the next higher order process is scattering
of carriers with four phonons. The resistivity follows T 6

behavior for this process. Its simply because the other
two phonons in addition to the ones responsible for T

2

behavior are thermal, i.e., q ⇠ T/s, where q is phonon
momentum and s is sound velocity, and comes with T

4

order after partial cancellation of T -factor due to phase
space and matrix element. This makes four-phonon con-
tribution to resistivity as T

2
⇥ T

4
⇠ T

6 which is the
next order contribution to T

2-resistivity. Therefore TO
phonon scattering is not able to explain T

3 behavior of
resistivity from 100 K till room temperature. The re-
sistivity in the temperature regime T < !TO is still not
settled completely as the experiment shows that the T

2

scaling goes all the way down to 2 K while below !TO it
should have been exponential instead.

II. Status of the experiment on transport
properties of quantum paraelectrics

A. SrTiO3

In this section we discuss salient features of transport
in doped STO. Doping is achieved either by oxygen re-
duction or by Nb/La substitution. Because of an ex-
tremely large static dielectric constant ("0 = 20, 000 �

25, 000) and moderate e↵ective electron mass, the e↵ec-
tive Bohr radius in STO is very long: aB = ~2"0/m⇤

e
2
⇡

0.6µm for parameters specified in Table I. As a result,
the bound states of donors start to overlap already at
at very low doping levels. The metallic-like resistivity
sets in already at n ⇡ 3 ⇥ 1015 cm�3, and by the time

 
ω p  EF  ωTO

  
ρtheor ∼10−5 × ρexp  (Maiti, Yudson, DM unpublished)

Abhishek Kumar
UF
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FIG. 2: Resistivity of doped STO and doped KTO. (A) The coe�cient of T 2 term of the resistivity of doped STO decreases
with n. (B) The resistivity of doped KTO follows T 2 behavior at low temperatures and goes faster than T 2 at temperatures
above 80 K. The coe�cient of T 2 term decreases with n but the overall is less than that of STO.

behavior was observed even for low doping when Umk-
lapps are essentially impossible.12,29 If the doping is low,
the number density would be small which means that the
Fermi surface is small and the very first criteria of the
requirement of Umklapp scattering that Fermi surface
should be large is not satisfied. This is the case when only
one conduction band is occupied. As the number density
is increased, multiple conduction bands start getting oc-
cupied which results in a small increase in T

2 coe�cient
of resistivity, but no deviation from A ⇠ 1/n.29 This is
a signature that eei is not the possible mechanism of T 2

resistivity. There is however some other mechanism such
as scattering from soft phonon modes,23,24 which is the
characteristic for this material, might be responsible for
this.

B. Two-phonon mechanism

After establishing the fact that eei cannot be the origin
of resistivity in STO, we resort to electron-phonon inter-
action. In this section we will understand the scattering
mechanism of charge carriers with two soft TO phonons,
Fig. 3. These phonons are assumed to have origin from
�-point of the lattice Brillouin zone (BZ) and because of
that they disperse with wavevector q. The minimum of
conduction band in STO lies at �-point, so the leading
order interaction of charge carriers occurs with two TO
phonons. The interaction term of the Hamiltonian for
this mechanism reads:

Hint = g2

Z
dr
h 3X

µ=1

P
2

µ
(r)

i
 
†(r) (r), (3)

where g2 is the coupling constant and Pµ is the polariza-
tion of the TO mode. Simple dimensional analysis gives
the dimension of g2 to be ⇠ length3. All the technical
details of this mechanism is relegated to Appendix IVA
and here we will discuss only the main results.

𝐪𝟐 ,𝝎𝟐

𝐤 + 𝐪𝟏 + 𝐪𝟐, 𝛀 + 𝝎𝟏 + 𝝎𝟐

𝐪𝟏,𝝎𝟏

FIG. 3: Two-phonon self energy diagram.

To study the transport behavior of the system the ob-
servable which we calculate is mobility µb or resistivity
⇢. The mobility is given by µb = e⌧/m

⇤, where e is elec-
tronic charge, ⌧ is momentum relaxation time and m

⇤ is
the e↵ective mass. To know ⌧ we start from the self en-
ergy for electron-phonon interaction, Fig. 3, and calculate
its imaginary part. The self energy for this interaction
reads:

⌃(k,⌦m) = g
2

2
T

X

!m1

T

X

!m2

X

q
1
,q

2

X

µ⌫

G
0(K; Em)⇥

⇥D
0

µ⌫
(q1,!m1)D

0

µ⌫
(q2,!m2),

(4)

where

G
0(K, Em) =

1

iEm � ⇠K
(5)

Electron-two TO phonon scattering
Epifanov,A. P.  Levanyuk, G. M. Levanyuk, Ferroelectrics 35, 199 (1981)
Sov. Phys. Solid State Phys. 23, 391 (1981)

   

Transverse polarization: q ⋅P=0 but P2 ≠ 0

For T >ωTO,  Nph ≈
T
ωTO

,  ρ ∝ Nph
2 ∝T 2

  

1) Good news: quasi-T 2 ,  abs. value of ρ~correct,
    no marked variation at T ~ EF ,  no dependence on n
2) Bad news: exponential freezeout for T <ωTO ~ 20 K is not observed
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between thermal electron momentum k and ther-
mal phonon momentum T/s tells us that indeed
k ⌧ T/s as T � ms

2 where ms
2
⇡ 4 K. The

q1 integral is now simple which gives ⇡
2
/q. Upon

q-integral, it leads to,

Im⌃ ⇠
g
2
2
T

2
m

�2
. (18)

The function above is independent from q0 and we

have purely T
2 behavior of 1/⌧ . So this means

that the above two asymptotic regimes introduce
a crossover temperature scale !2

0
/ms

2 below which
the phonon is dispersive and above it is linear.

The exact integral form of resistivity upon recovering all
the prefactors reads:

⇢ = ⇢0 +
m

2
g
2
2
(kBT )2

16⇡5ne2�2~3

Z
1

0

dxx

Z 1

0

dyy
2

Z
1

�1

dz
1

y2 + 2

1

x2 + y2 � 2xyz + 2

✓
1 +

(xyz � y
2)2

y2(x2 + y2 � 2xyz)

◆
, (19)
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FIG. 5: Resistivity plot for SrTiO3�� with T 2.

where ⇢0 is the residual resistivity,  = q0/2k, x = q/2k,
y = q1/2k and z = cos ✓qq

1
. After numerical integration

of Eq. 19, the obtained resistivity plot is shown in Fig. 5
(black line).

2. Two-band model

The experimental data in Fig. 1 is already interesting
in the sense that it does not show any change in the re-
sistivity as T goes through Fermi energy. This makes
sense because electron-electron interaction is not a possi-
ble source of T 2 behavior of resistivity in this material as
established in section. III A. If it were a FL, then the T

2

scaling of scattering time should have persisted only until
Fermi energy i.e., 12 K, and have scaled down as 1/T 2

thereafter. Its simply because above Fermi energy, its the
classical behavior which should have been dominant. The
scattering cross-section is ⇠ r

2, where r is the distance
between two electrons, which is (e2/E)2. The energy E is

nothing but temperature in this regime. So the scatter-
ing rate should have been 1/T 2 above Fermi energy. The
resistivity behavior with T

2 is shown in Fig. 5. Here the
black curve shows the resistivity resulting from interac-
tion of charge carriers with two TO phonons as discussed
in this section.
In STO, there are three conduction bands which get

populated with increase in the carrier density.12 How-
ever, for a fixed carrier density when only lowest band
is populated, with the increase in temperature the tran-
sition can also take place to the upper bands. The gap
between lowest two bands are roughly 2.5 meV which
corresponds to 29 K in the units of temperature. It is ex-
pected to see some change in the behavior of resistivity
at this temperature. To ensure that, we discuss simple
two-band model in this section and verify our theoretical
result for realistic parameters available from experiment.
The Boltzmann equation for this two-band model reads:

e(v1 ·E)
⇣
�

@f
(1)

0

@"

⌘
=

f1 � hf1i

⌧1
+⇥("��)⇥

⇥

⇣
f1 � hf2i

⌧12
�

f2 � hf1i

⌧21

⌘
,

e(v2 ·E)
⇣
�

@n
(2)

F

@"

⌘
=

f2 � hf2i

⌧2
+⇥("��)⇥

⇥

⇣
f2 � hf1i

⌧21
�

f1 � hf2i

⌧12

⌘
,

(20)

where fi is a small deviation in the distribution function

from equilibrium (n(i)

F
), 1/⌧i is intraband scattering rate,

1/⌧ij is interband scattering rate, "1 = " = k
2
/2m1 and

"2 = � + k
2
/2m2 = (m1/m2)" + �. Here � is a band

gap and mi is an e↵ective mass of ith band. Solving this
we find the current, j = e

R
d
3
k

(2⇡)3
(v1f1 + v2f2) and the

conductivity as,

Neglecting exponential
freezeout

A. Kumar & DM, unpublished

3

1/MT

FIG. 2. (color online). Black dots: mobility of a Fröhlich
polaron as a function of temperature at intermediate coupling
(↵ = 2.5). Blue and green lines are predictions based on
Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively. Below the dashed red line,
µ = 1/MT , the MIR criterion is violated.

To determine the mobility, one needs to perform the
analytic continuation numerically, which amounts to in-
verting the Kramers-Kronig transformation

Cm =
2

⇡

Z 1

0
d!

!
2
µ(!)

!2 + !2
m

. (10)

The asymptotic behavior implied by Cm immediately
yields the asymptotic behavior of µ(!)

µ(! ! 1) !
2↵ coth[⌦�/2]

d!5/2
,

which can be used to subtract the leading tail contri-
bution when performing the analytic continuation. The
nature of Eq. (10) is such that even tiny error bars on
Cm translate into large uncertainties on integrals of µ(!)
over physically relevant intervals. All errors on the µ(!)
function itself are conditional and depend on constraints
for allowed behavior [23]. In this work, Monte Carlo data
for the lowest Matsubara frequencies were accurate at the
level of five to six significant digits.
Our analytic continuation method for solving Eq. (10)

is similar to the one used in Ref. [5]. The main di↵er-
ence is that we extract µ(!) from the data parameterized
by the Matsubara frequency rather than imaginary time.
We also employ more conservative protocols for comput-
ing both the mobility and its errorbars from multiple so-
lutions of the stochastic optimization with the consistent
constraints method (see Supplemental material) [14, 23].

Results. To begin with, we verified that our results
for the mobility are fully consistent with the predic-
tions (5) and (6) based on perturbation theory for small

1/MT

FIG. 3. (color online). Mobility of a Fröhlich polaron as
a function of temperature at strong coupling (↵ = 6). All
notations are identical to those in Fig. 2. Eq. (5) is plotted
using the exact result M⇤ = 7.3 instead of its perturbative
approximation; otherwise the curve would go unphysical. The
Low-Pines formula [1] is shown by a dotted line [26].

↵ = 0.25. In this case, the MIR criterion is not violated
even at T ⇠ ⌦, i.e., the mobility remains large compared
to 1/MT . When the coupling strength is increased to
↵ = 2.5, the situation changes. As Fig. 2 shows, the
MIR criterion is violated over a broad temperature inter-
val 0.2 < T/⌦ < 10. The data for T > ⌦ approach the
limiting form in Eq. (6), as expected, because Eq. (6) is
valid for any ↵. On the other hand, one should not ex-
pect the low-temperature formula (5) to be valid beyond
weak coupling. Indeed, it is clear from Fig. 2 that the
slow temperature dependence extends down to at least
T ⇠ ⌦/2. At lower temperatures, our data are consis-
tent with the exponential increase of the mobility, but
uncertainties amplified by the analytic continuation pro-
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FIG. 2. (color online). Black dots: mobility of a Fröhlich
polaron as a function of temperature at intermediate coupling
(↵ = 2.5). Blue and green lines are predictions based on
Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively. Below the dashed red line,
µ = 1/MT , the MIR criterion is violated.

To determine the mobility, one needs to perform the
analytic continuation numerically, which amounts to in-
verting the Kramers-Kronig transformation
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which can be used to subtract the leading tail contri-
bution when performing the analytic continuation. The
nature of Eq. (10) is such that even tiny error bars on
Cm translate into large uncertainties on integrals of µ(!)
over physically relevant intervals. All errors on the µ(!)
function itself are conditional and depend on constraints
for allowed behavior [23]. In this work, Monte Carlo data
for the lowest Matsubara frequencies were accurate at the
level of five to six significant digits.
Our analytic continuation method for solving Eq. (10)

is similar to the one used in Ref. [5]. The main di↵er-
ence is that we extract µ(!) from the data parameterized
by the Matsubara frequency rather than imaginary time.
We also employ more conservative protocols for comput-
ing both the mobility and its errorbars from multiple so-
lutions of the stochastic optimization with the consistent
constraints method (see Supplemental material) [14, 23].

Results. To begin with, we verified that our results
for the mobility are fully consistent with the predic-
tions (5) and (6) based on perturbation theory for small
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FIG. 3. (color online). Mobility of a Fröhlich polaron as
a function of temperature at strong coupling (↵ = 6). All
notations are identical to those in Fig. 2. Eq. (5) is plotted
using the exact result M⇤ = 7.3 instead of its perturbative
approximation; otherwise the curve would go unphysical. The
Low-Pines formula [1] is shown by a dotted line [26].
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valid for any ↵. On the other hand, one should not ex-
pect the low-temperature formula (5) to be valid beyond
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function itself are conditional and depend on constraints
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ence is that we extract µ(!) from the data parameterized
by the Matsubara frequency rather than imaginary time.
We also employ more conservative protocols for comput-
ing both the mobility and its errorbars from multiple so-
lutions of the stochastic optimization with the consistent
constraints method (see Supplemental material) [14, 16].

Results. To begin with, we verified that our results for the
mobility are consistent with the predictions (5) and (6)
based on perturbation theory for small ↵ = 0.25. In this
case, the MIR criterion is not violated even at T ⇠ ⌦, i.e.,
the mobility remains large compared to 1/MT . When the
coupling strength is increased to ↵ = 2.5, the situation
changes. As Fig. 2 shows, the MIR criterion is violated
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data for T > ⌦ approach the limiting form in Eq. (6),
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FIG. 3. (color online). Mobility of a Fröhlich polaron as
a function of temperature at strong coupling (↵ = 6). All
notations are identical to those in Fig. 2. Eq. (5) is plotted
using the exact result M⇤ = 7.3 instead of its perturbative
approximation; otherwise the curve would go unphysical. The
Low-Pines formula [1] is shown by a dotted line [19].

as expected, because Eq. (6) is valid for any ↵. On the
other hand, one should not expect the low-temperature
formula (5) to be valid beyond weak coupling. Indeed,
it is clear from Fig. 2 that the slow temperature depen-
dence extends down to at least T ⇠ ⌦/2. At lower tem-
peratures, our data are consistent with the exponential
increase of the mobility, but uncertainties amplified by
the analytic continuation procedure become too large for
a meaningful analysis.
A delay (at T < ⌦) in the onset of the exponential de-

pendence may be anticipated already from perturbation
theory. Indeed, matching Eqs. (5) and (6), we find that
the crossover temperature
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⇤
/M is (logarithmically) suppressed com-

pared to ⌦ for � � 1.
One might argue that the MIR criterion cannot be

specified down to a well-defined numerical factor and,
thus, having µMT = 1/4 for ↵ = 2.5 is merely a border-
line situation. However, the strong coupling case (↵ = 6)
(cf. Fig. 3) shows that there is no obvious limit on how
small the value of µMT can be. Even more surprising
is the finding that the mobility develops a minimum at
T/⌦ <

⇠ 1 and that the high-temperature limit is recov-
ered only after a maximum at T/⌦ ⇠ ↵, see Fig. 3. The
µMT value at the minimum is about 1/30.
The mobility minimum for lattice polarons is a well-

established phenomenon (see, e.g., Refs. [5, 6, 20–22]),

Violation of the Mott-Ioffe-Regel limit in a thermal metal

   

Mott-Ioffe-Regel limit (continuum): ℓ>λ

Thermal metal:  λ = 1/ 2MT ⇒1/ τ < T   kBT / "( )⇒ µ = eτ / M > e / MT

Table 1. How the MIR limit of metallicity is exceeded in different perovskytes

Compound kF (nm
−1) ρ (400 K) (mΩcm) ‘(400 K) (nm) kF‘ (400 K) TkF‘¼1 (K) References

La1.72Sr0.18Cu04 6.6 0.32 0.35 2.2 850 4, 63

YBa2Cu4O8 1.4 0.36 0.8 1.1 450 64, 65

Sr2RuO4 5.6 0.2 0.38 2.1 800 66

SrTiO3−δ (n= 4 1017 cm−3) 0.24 5900 0.2 0.05 100 This work

The table compares the Fermi wave-vector, the resistivity, and the mean-free-path at 400 K in four different systems using Eq. (1). The table lists an
underdoped, an optimally-doped cuprate and strontium ruthenate and compares them with doped strontium titanate. In the case of YBa2Cu4O8, we assume
that there are four Fermi surface pockets with a kF corresponding to the square root of the frequency of quantum oscillations. In contrast to other systems, the
MIR limit in doped strontium titanate occurs well below room temperature.

Fig. 1 Resistivity and mobility in doped SrTiO3. a Temperature
dependence of resistivity in SrTiO3−δ as the carrier concentrations is
tuned from 1017 to 1019 cm−3. Room-temperature resistivity is
several hundred times higher than low-temperature resistivity. b
Hall mobility as a function of temperature. Above 100 K, the
mobility does not depend on carrier concentration and is roughly
cubic in temperature. c Assuming that inelastic resistivity follows a
power law, i.e., ρ= ρ0 + ATα, one can extract the exponent, α by
taking a logarithmic derivative: α= dln(ρ − ρ0)/dlnT, as in the case of
cuprates.62 At low temperature, α≃ 2. Above 50 K, it starts a
significant shift upward and exceeds three around 150 K, before
steadily decreasing afterwards. The antiferrodistortive transition39 is
the source of the small anomaly at 105 K

Fig. 2 Breakdown of the Mott-Ioffe-Regel limit. a Temperature
dependence of the mean-free-path in dilute metallic SrTiO3−δ
sample up to 400 K. Blue circles represent ‘e, extracted from
resistivity using Eq. (1). Red diamonds represent the mean-free-path
in the non-degenerate regime: ‘′e ¼ ‘e n"1 =3

Λ . Also shown are the de
Broglie thermal wavelength, Λ, the inter-electron distance n−1/3, the
inverse of the Fermi wavelength (k"1

F ) and the lattice parameter, a=
0.39 nm. The system remains metallic even at 400 K, in spite of
exceeding the MIR limit by all conceivable criteria. b A color
plot of ‘′e, extracted from the resistivity data of Fig. 1 in the (T, n)
plane. Different crossovers are shown. The MIR limit is exceeded in a
high-temperature window narrowing down with increasing
concentration

Quasi-particle-free metallicity of SrTiO3
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One possible sources of the NFL behavior: Quantum Critical Point

control parameterQuantum Critical point

FM PM

T

Simplest case: Pomeranchuk (q=0) critical point between

a “paramagnet” and a uniformly ordered phase

Hertz-Millis criticality
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Non-Fermi-Liquid Behavior at a Ferromagnetic Quantum Critical Point in NixPd12x

M. Nicklas, M. Brando, G. Knebel, F. Mayr, W. Trinkl, and A. Loidl
Experimentalphysik V, Elektronische Korrelationen und Magnetismus, Institut für Physik, Universität Augsburg,

D-86135 Augsburg, Germany
(Received 14 December 1998)

NixPd12x is investigated at the border of enhanced Pauli paramagnetism and itinerant ferromagnetism.
We provide convincing experimental evidence for the occurrence of a ferromagnetic (FM) quantum
critical point (QCP). At a nickel concentration x ≠ 0.025 6 0.002, the concentration dependence of
the Curie temperature, as well as the temperature dependencies of the electrical resistivity, the magnetic
susceptibility, and of the linear term of the specific heat follow the theoretical predictions of a FM QCP
within experimental uncertainties. [S0031-9007(99)09221-2]

PACS numbers: 71.10.Hf, 75.40.Cx, 75.50.Cc

After the observation of striking departures from the
predictions of Fermi-liquid theory in UxY12xPd3 [1,2],
during the last decade non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) behavior
of highly correlated electron systems was in the focus of
experimentalists and theoreticians [3]. In most cases re-
ported so far, NFL behavior appears close to the phase
boundary of magnetic order. A continuous increase of the
linear term of the heat capacity down to the lowest tem-
peratures and significant deviations from a T2 dependence
of the resistivity were classified as hallmarks of NFL be-
havior. The largest body of experimental evidence has
been presented in heavy-fermion systems (HFS), in which
competing RKKY and Kondo interactions offer the op-
portunity to tune the systems towards vanishing magnetic
order. Alloying or pressure have been used to establish a
T ≠ 0 K magnetic phase transition.
To describe the experimental observations different

theoretical concepts have been worked out. For Kondo
systems two-channel [4] and multichannel Kondo models
[5] have been developed. In diluted systems which
reveal inherent disorder, theories taking a distribution of
Kondo temperatures into account [6] or an interpretation
in terms of a spin-glass-like Griffiths phase [7] have
been proposed. Finally, theories were derived which
exhibit a ferromagnetic (FM) or antiferromagnetic (AFM)
quantum critical point (QCP) characterized by a T ≠
0 K phase-transition temperature. Using renormalization-
group theories [8,9] it has been shown that quantum
systems depend crucially on the spatial dimensions and
on the dynamic exponent. Quantum phase transitions
also were described in terms of phenomenological spin-
fluctuation models with great success [10–12].
So far most of the investigations in the field of

HFS deal with vanishing AFM phase transitions (for a
review, see [13]). From the many systems that have
been studied, CeCu62xAux [14] and CeNi2Ge2 [15] are
the most promising candidates for the observations of a
QCP. In the former case, heat capacity and resistivity
can be consistently explained taking two-dimensional spin
fluctuations into account and neutron scattering results

revealed that these fluctuations indeed may exist [16].
In CeNi2Ge2 [15] the heat capacity and the thermal
expansion revealed an increase towards low temperatures
as theoretically predicted for an AFM QCP. One of the
rare examples of HFS which is close to ferromagnetic
order is Th12xUxCu2Si2 [17]. And indeed, in a limited
temperature range and close to the critical concentration a
logarithmic increase has been detected for the linear term
of the specific heat.
The pure d-transition metal systems MnSi and ZrZn2

have been investigated with respect to quantum criti-
cal behavior [11]. Here the resistivity as a function of
pressure revealed significant deviations from Fermi-liquid
behavior as ferromagnetism becomes suppressed. Follow-
ing this line of research we wanted to study a FM QCP
in a transition metal with marginal disorder only. Quite
naturally Pd, which is a strongly enhanced Pauli para-
magnet close to FM order, seems to be the ideal starting
material to investigate a FM 0 K phase transition. The
theoretical predictions for a FM QCP are a logarithmic in-
crease of the coefficient of the linear term of the specific
heat [12,18], a low-temperature resistivity that follows a
T5y3 dependence [12,19], a magnetic susceptibility that
increases as x0 2 x1T 3y4 towards low temperatures [12],
and a dependence on an external system parameter, which
in our case will be the impurity concentration x, which
follows sx 2 xcd3y4 [8,12]. xc denotes the critical con-
centration where FM order is suppressed.
In this Letter we report on systematic heat capacity,

electrical resistivity, and magnetization experiments in
NixPd12x alloys at ambient pressure. It has long been
known that roughly 2.5% of nickel ions doped into pal-
ladium induce FM order [20]. Hence it seems an ideal
system to study quantum critical behavior as the induced
structural and magnetic disorder is rather small and dis-
order phenomena are believed to play only a minor role.
Already 30 years ago, nickel doped Pd has been a para-
mount example to study the low-temperature heat capacity
and resistivity. Within early spin-fluctuation (SF) theo-
ries [21] the occurrence of an additional T3 lnsTyT0d in

4268 0031-9007y99y82(21)y4268(4)$15.00 © 1999 The American Physical Society
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In this paper we consider an example in which these difficulties
have been overcome, and in which the signatures of the marginal
Fermi-liquid state in the transport properties (w and r) have been
observed and interpreted in terms of a semiquantitative model for the
first time.

The material selected for the search for the marginal Fermi-liquid
state is ZrZn2, which crystallizes in the C15 cubic Laves structure.
This compound is the best-known member of a small group of mar-
ginally ferromagnetic metals in which the constituent elemental
metals are not magnetic (in fact, Zr and Zn are superconductors at
low temperature). The low-temperature magnetization M and the
Curie temperature TC of ZrZn2 are both an order of magnitude
smaller than that of nickel, the archetypal itinerant-electron ferro-
magnet, and the magnetic transition is continuous except very close
to the critical pressure where ferromagnetic order disappears15. Also,
Fermi surface measurements16 show that the ferromagnetism in
ZrZn2 can be understood in terms of itinerant electrons alone, and
inelastic neutron scattering studies17,18 reveal that the spin-fluc-
tuation spectrum is principally characterized by dissipative modes
of a form expected in the SCR model.

Importantly, ZrZn2 can be purified to a sufficiently high level to
allow us to unambiguously separate out the electronic and phonon
contributions to w. This has thus far been the central stumbling block
in establishing the crucial difference between w and r expected for a

marginal Fermi-liquid state in a nearly or weakly ferromagnetic
metal. The details of the measurements of w and r, the separation
of the electronic and phonon contributions and numerical calcula-
tions of w and r in the SCR model are given in the Supplementary
Information.

The ambient pressure measurements of the transport properties in
a high purity sample and comparisons with the predictions of the SCR
model are presented in Fig. 1. Figure 1a and b shows the temperature
variations of the thermal conductivity, k, and of r, respectively, for a
sample with a residual resistivity of r0 5 0.31mV cm. (This corre-
sponds to a residual resistivity ratio r(373 K)/r0 of close to 200 and
an electronic mean free path of several thousand ångströms.) The inset
of Fig. 1a shows k versus T for this sample and for a less clean sample
over a wide temperature range. A comparison of these two samples
(Supplementary Information, section 3) allows us to conclude that
below 15 K the thermal conductivity of the high-quality sample is
overwhelmingly dominated by electrons. Figure 1c shows the differ-
ence, d, between the thermal resistivity, which we define using the
Wiedemann Franz law to be w 5 L0T/k, and r, plotted versus tem-
perature. Here L0 is the Sommerfeld value of the Lorenz number
(2.45 3 1028 WVK22). Figure 1d shows the temperature-dependent
part of the resistivity, Dr 5 r 2 r0, plotted in this case versus T5/3.

We see that d is linear in T and Dr is linear in T5/3 at low tem-
peratures. As shown in the insets of Fig. 1c and d, the observed

Table 1 | Temperature dependences of transport properties

Transport property Fermi liquid Marginal Fermi liquid

Electrical resistivity r 5 r0 1 AT2 r 5 r0 1 aT5/3

Thermal resistivity, w 5 L0T/k w 5 w0 1 AT2 1 BT2 w 5 w0 1 aT5/3 1 bT
Thermal minus electrical resistivities, d 5 w 2 r d 5 BT2 d 5 bT

Results are shown for a Fermi liquid and for a marginal Fermi liquid with long-range spin–spin interactions on the border of ferromagnetism3,5,33. For a comparison of the temperature dependences of
other physical properties, see, for example, refs 8, 9. The specific heat for the marginal Fermi liquid differs from that of a Fermi liquid by a correction factor that is logarithmic in T. In contrast to w and
r, the correction is weak and difficult to separate from phonon and other contributions to the specific heat in materials such as ZrZn2.
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Figure 1 | Evidence for the marginal Fermi-liquid state in ZrZn2. a, b, Main
panels, the thermal conductivity (a) and electrical resistivity (b) of ZrZn2

(blue curves; residual resistivity r0 5 0.31mV cm). Insets in a and b show the
same properties over a wider temperature range, and also for a sample with
higher r0 (red curves; 6.9mV cm). In this figure and Fig. 3 the error for each
point is believed to be smaller than the size of the data points. Comparison of
these two samples allows us to demonstrate that the thermal conductivity of
the clean sample is strongly dominated by conduction by electrons up to
15 K (Supplementary Information, section 3). c, The difference between the

thermal and the electrical resistivity (d) is linear with temperature, as
predicted for the marginal Fermi liquid. d, The temperature-dependent part
of the electrical resistivity plotted against T5/3 also shows the marginal
Fermi-liquid dependence (the straight lines in c and d are guides to the eye).
Insets in c and d show the predictions of the SCR model for ZrZn2 for three
different values of the parameter kc (in Å21); in both cases the values are
scaled to the electrical resistivity at 15 K. Details of these calculations are
described in Supplementary Information, section 4.
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Marginal breakdown of the Fermi-liquid state on the
border of metallic ferromagnetism
R. P. Smith1, M. Sutherland1, G. G. Lonzarich1, S. S. Saxena1, N. Kimura2, S. Takashima3, M. Nohara3 & H. Takagi3,4

For the past half century, our understanding of how the interactions
between electrons affect the low-temperature properties of metals
has been based on the Landau theory of a Fermi liquid1. In recent
times, however, there have been an increasingly large number of
examples in which the predictions of the Fermi-liquid theory appear
to be violated2. Although the qualitative reasons for the breakdown
are generally understood, the specific quantum states that replace
the Fermi liquid remain in many cases unclear. Here we describe an
example of such a breakdown where the non-Fermi-liquid prop-
erties can be interpreted. We show that the thermal and electrical
resistivities in high-purity samples of the d-electron metal ZrZn2 at
low temperatures have T and T5/3 temperature dependences,
respectively: these are the signatures of the ‘marginal’ Fermi-liquid
state3–7, expected to arise from effective long-range spin–spin inter-
actions in a metal on the border of metallic ferromagnetism in three
dimensions3,5. The marginal Fermi liquid provides a link between
the conventional Fermi liquid and more exotic non-Fermi-liquid
states that are of growing interest in condensed matter physics. The
idea of a marginal Fermi liquid has also arisen in other contexts—
for example, in the phenomenology of the normal state of the copper
oxide superconductors7, and in studies of relativistic plasmas and of
nuclear matter3,4,6.

The low-temperature properties of metals are traditionally
described in terms of the concept of elementary excitations. These
excitations include the quanta of motion of the crystal lattice, or
phonons, and the quanta of motion of the conduction electron sys-
tem, or quasiparticle–quasihole pairs. The density of elementary
excitations in thermal equilibrium decreases with decreasing temper-
ature and vanishes as T R 0 K. If the interactions between these exci-
tations are short range, we then expect the characteristic lifetime
between collisions, t, to diverge with decreasing temperature: that
is, we expect the scattering rate, t21, to vanish as T R 0. A key prop-
erty of the Fermi-liquid state is that the quasiparticle scattering rate
vanishes specifically as the square of the temperature, that is, t21 /
T2. This leads to a T2 temperature dependence of both the thermal
resistivity, w, and the electrical resistivity, r, a behaviour character-
istic of conventional metals at low temperatures.

The Fermi-liquid state can break down if the quasiparticle inter-
actions are attractive or if they are long range. In particular, the
conventional (relativistic) current–current interaction between
charge carriers remains long range in a normal metal and thus could,
at least in principle, lead to a non-Fermi-liquid form of the relaxation
rate t21 at sufficiently low temperatures. For an ideally pure system
in three dimensions (3D), the current–current interaction is expected
to give rise to a quasiparticle scattering rate of the anomalous form
t21 / T log(T*/T) in the T R 0 limit, where T* is a temperature
scale6. This leads to a linear temperature dependence of the thermal
resistivity, w / T, and a five-thirds power law for the electrical

resistivity, r / T5/3 (refs 4–6). This is a crucial difference from the
Fermi-liquid state, as it means that the characteristic uncertainty in
the energy of a thermally excited quasiparticle (proportional to t21)
diverges in comparison with its characteristic energy (proportional
to T). This effectively means that there are no well-defined fermionic
excitations and that there is, evidently, a breakdown not only of the
Fermi-liquid state but also potentially of the concept of elementary
excitations itself, as it is traditionally understood. The state in which
the ratio t21/T diverges logarithmically is the marginal case in which
the quasiparticles cease to exist.

This is an example of a type of marginal Fermi liquid that arises as a
result of long-range (non-local) effective quasiparticle
interactions3–6. The term ‘marginal Fermi liquid’ was first introduced
to describe a different problem, involving local interactions in a
model of the high-temperature copper oxide superconductors7. In
both local and non-local marginal Fermi liquids, the thermal resistiv-
ity, w, is linear in T at low T. However, crucially, the electrical resis-
tivities differ in the two cases, namely, r varies as T and as T5/3 in the
local and above non-local marginal Fermi liquids, respectively. We
shall be concerned here solely with the non-local case in which the T
dependences of w and r differ such that the ratio w/r does not
saturate at low T, but diverges as T22/3.

The current–current interaction is important in relativistic plas-
mas, but can usually be ignored for normal metallic densities under
achievable experimental conditions. A marginal Fermi-liquid state
might arise at readily accessible conditions, on the other hand, owing
to the effects of long-range spin–spin interactions in pure metals on
the border of ferromagnetic order at low temperatures. The problem
of long-range spin–spin interactions has been described by the self-
consistent-renormalization (SCR) approximation8 and related
approximations3,4,9, and also by the renormalization group tech-
niques applied to quantum phase transitions and quantum critical
phenomena10. The predictions of these approaches for the transport
properties are qualitatively similar, and are summarized in Table 1
for a 3D itinerant-electron system on the border of ferromagnetism.

The SCR model reduces to the Fermi-liquid (FL) model below a
temperature scale TFL, which tends to vanish at the critical pressure or
critical composition where ferromagnetic order disappears. Above
TFL but below another crossover temperature TMFL (to be discussed
below in a particular case), the SCR model reduces to the marginal
Fermi liquid (MFL) if the ferromagnetic transition is continuous8,9.
The marginal Fermi-liquid regime has been difficult to identify un-
ambiguously because (1) the transitions of interest are typically first
order rather than continuous11,12, (2) phonons can mask the intrinsic
electronic state at intermediate temperatures (that is,
TFL , T , TMFL) and (3) quenched disorder not included in the
SCR model can play an important role in some of the key materials
investigated thus far13,14.

1Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge, J. J. Thomson Avenue, Cambridge CB3 0HE, UK. 2Center for Low Temperature Science, Tohoku University, Sendai, Miyagi 980-8578,
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behaviour is consistent qualitatively and even semiquantitatively
with the predictions of the SCR model for ZrZn2 (see also
Supplementary Information, section 4). The predictions of the model
are relatively insensitive to the precise model parameters. The most
sensitive parameter is the characteristic diameter, kc, of the Fermi
surface of the dominant charge carriers, and the value that gives the
best quantitative agreement is in keeping with the known Fermi
surface of ZrZn2 (Fig. 1c inset).

The SCR model also predicts the orders of magnitude of TFL, TMFL

and TC. The calculations of these quantities versus normalized pres-
sure (p/pc, where pc is the critical pressure where ferromagnetism is
suppressed completely) for ZrZn2 are shown in Fig. 2. Just below pc,
where TMFL is small and the phonon contribution to transport can be
ignored in the marginal Fermi-liquid regime, we find a T5/3 variation
of the electrical resistivity both below and above TC, with an abrupt
change in slope at TC (Fig. 3). As shown in Fig. 3 inset, this behaviour
is again consistent with the prediction of the SCR model. We observe
an electrical resistivity exponent of approximately 5/3 at low T over
the entire pressure range up to pc (Fig. 4). The sudden drop in the
exponent at higher pressures (where the magnetic transition becomes
first order15) and beyond (p> pc) will be discussed below.

Our findings thus provide strong evidence for the existence of
marginal Fermi-liquid behaviour in ZrZn2. The new results are that
(1) the thermal resistivity is linear in temperature and that this beha-
viour is consistent with a T5/3 temperature dependence of the res-
istivity within the marginal Fermi-liquid model, and (2) that the
temperature dependences of the thermal and electrical resistivities
are in agreement with the predictions of the SCR theory. This theory
reduces to the theory of a marginal Fermi liquid over large portions of
the temperature–pressure phase diagram of ZrZn2. The signature of
the marginal Fermi-liquid model should also appear in the temper-
ature dependence of the specific heat and of the magnetic equation of
state. The marginal Fermi-liquid form of the specific heat differs from
that of a Fermi liquid by a factor logarithmic in T, which is weak and
difficult to separate reliably from the phonon contribution in ZrZn2

in the regime of interest, TFL , T , TMFL (ref. 19; see also
Supplementary Information). This difficulty extends to a number
of other d-electron systems, including the optimally doped copper
oxides in which the predicted logarithmic correction to the specific
heat is obscured by phonons and other effects7. The signature of the
marginal Fermi-liquid state has also been difficult to identify in the
magnetic equation of state for two reasons. These are, first, the
extreme sensitivity of the uniform magnetization to magnetic inho-
mogeneities and, second, the complex form of the free energy as a

function of the uniform magnetization, which precludes a simple
expansion of the magnetic equation of state as a power series in the
magnetization15,20. Crucially, these and other previously mentioned
difficulties are absent or less severe for the case of the transport
properties, which have therefore been the focus of our attention.

We now consider other evidence of marginal Fermi-liquid beha-
viour in weakly ferromagnetic metals. First, a 5/3 power law for the
temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity is not rare in such
systems, and has been seen recently not only in ZrZn2 (refs 19, 21) but
also, for example, in Pd12xNix (ref. 13) and Ni3Al (ref. 22). Second, a
logarithmic correction to the specific heat has been identified in
Pd12xNix (ref. 13) and NbFe2 (ref. 23). (Such a logarithmic correc-
tion is also ubiquitous in f-electron metals near various subtle kinds
of quantum critical points2.) The observation of both a T5/3 electrical
resistivity and T ln(T*/T) specific heat in Pd12xNix, in particular, is
compelling evidence for the existence of the marginal Fermi-liquid
state of the non-local kind we are considering here. However, because
Pd12xNix is intrinsically disordered, a clear separation of the elec-
tronic and phonon contributions to the thermal resistivity that
would help to confirm the marginal Fermi-liquid scenario would
seem to be ruled out in this system. We also note that a quantitative
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I. INTRODUCTION

In their report on the Conference on the Conduction of
Electricity in Solids held in Bristol in July 1937, Peierls and
Mott wrote ‘‘Considerable surprise was expressed by several
speakers that in crystals such as NiO in which the d band of
the metal atoms were incomplete, the potential barriers be-
tween the atoms should be high enough to reduce the con-
ductivity by such an enormous factor as 1010’’ (Mott and
Peierls, 1937). The ‘‘surprise’’ was quite understandable. The
quantum mechanical description of electrons in solids— the
band theory, developed in the late 1920s (Bethe, 1928;
Sommerfeld, 1928; Bloch, 1929)—offered a straightforward
account for distinctions between insulators and metals.
Furthermore, the band theory has elucidated why interactions
between 1023 cm!3 electrons in simple metals can be readily
neglected, thus validating inferences of free electron models.
According to the band theory NiO (along with many other
transition-metal oxides) are expected to be metals in conflict
with experimental findings. The term ‘‘Mott insulator’’ was
later coined to identify a class of solids violating the above
fundamental expectations of band theory. Peierls and Mott
continued their seminal 1937 report by stating that ‘‘a rather
drastic modification of the present electron theory of metals
would be necessary in order to take these facts into account’’
and proposed that such a modification must include Coulomb
interactions between the electrons. Arguably, it was this brief
paper that has launched systematic studies of interactions and
correlations of electrons in solids. Ever since, the quest to
fully understand correlated electrons has remained in the
vanguard of condensed matter physics. More recent inves-
tigations showed that strong interactions are not specific to
transition-metal oxides. A variety of d- and f-electron inter-
metallic compounds as well as a number of !-electron or-
ganic conductors also revealed correlations. In this review we
attempt to analyze the rich physics of correlated electrons
probed by optical methods focusing on common attributes
revealed by diverse materials.

Central to the problem of strong correlations is an interplay
between the itineracy of electrons in solids originating from
wave function hybridization and localizing effects often
rooted in electron-electron repulsion (Millis, 2004).
Information on this interplay is encoded in experimental
observables registering the electron motion in solids under
the influence of the electric field. For that reason experimental
and theoretical studies of the electromagnetic response are

indispensable for the exploration of correlations. In Mott
insulators Coulomb repulsion dominates over all other pro-
cesses and blocks electron motion at low temperatures and
energies. This behavior is readily detected in optical spectra
revealing an energy gap in absorption. If a conducting state is
induced in a Mott insulator by changes of temperature and/or
doping, then optical experiments uncover stark departures
from conventional free electron behavior.

Of particular interest is the kinetic energy K of mobile
electrons that can be experimentally determined from the sum
rule analysis of optical data (see Sec. II.D) and theoretically
from band-structure calculations. As a rule, experimental
results for itinerant electronic systems are in good agreement
with the band-structure findings leading to Kexp=Kband ’ 1 in

simple metals (see Fig. 1). However, in correlated systems,
strong Coulomb interaction which has spin and orbital com-
ponents (Slater, 1929) impedes the motion of electrons,
leading to the breakdown of the simple single-particle picture
of transport. Thus, interactions compete with itinerancy of
electrons favoring their localization and specifically suppress
the Kexp=Kband value below unity (see Fig. 1). This latter

aspect of correlated systems appears to be quite generic and
in fact can be used as a working definition of correlated
electron materials. Correlation effects are believed to be at
the heart of many yet unsolved enigmas of contemporary
physics including high-Tc superconductivity (see Sec. V.A.1),
the metal-insulator transition (see Sec. IV), electronic phase
separation (see Sec. IV.F), and quantum criticality (see
Sec. III.E).

Optical methods are emerging as a primary probe of
correlations. Apart from monitoring the kinetic energy, ex-
perimental studies of the electromagnetic response over a
broad energy range (see Sec. II.A) allow one to examine all
essential energy scales in solids associated with both elemen-
tary excitations and collective modes (see Sec. III).
Complementary to this are insights inferred from time-
domain measurements allowing one to directly investigate

FIG. 1 (color online). The ratio of the experimental kinetic energy
and the kinetic energy from band theory Kexp=Kband for various

classes of correlated metals and also for conventional metals. The
data points are offset in the vertical direction for clarity. From
Qazilbash, Hamlin et al., 2009.
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iii)

σ = ne2τ
m

the Mott transition [12] and is still a subject of intense
experimental studies [13–17]. We extract the effective
plasma frequency ω!

p and effective scattering rate 1=τ!tr
from the optical conductivity as described below and show
that they display the predicted temperature dependence. We
contrast their temperature dependence to that of the plasma
frequency and scattering rate extracted from the standard
extended Drude analysis.
In correlated systems the optical conductivity is usually

parametrized with the so-called extended Drude analysis in
terms of two frequency dependent quantities, the scattering
rate 1=τðωÞ and the mass enhancement m!ðωÞ=mb [18],

σðωÞ ¼ σ1ðωÞ þ iσ2ðωÞ ¼
ω2
p

4π
1

−iω m!ðωÞ
mb

þ 1=τðωÞ
: ð2Þ

The plasma frequency ωp is obtained with the partial sum
rule ðω2

p=8Þ ¼
RΩ
0 σ1ðωÞdω and depends on the cutoff Ω

chosen so as to exclude interband transitions. To test the
theory, instead we focus on quantities that have a simple QP
interpretation, namely 1=τ!tr and ðω!

pÞ2, from the low
frequency optical conductivity extracted as follows:

ðω!
pÞ2 ¼ 4π

σ21 þ σ22
σ2=ω

!!!!
ω→0

; 1=τ!tr ¼
σ1

σ2=ω

!!!!
ω→0

: ð3Þ

When a direct determination of the imaginary part of the
optical conductivity (as for example in ellipsometry mea-
surements) is not available, they can be extracted from
σ1ðωÞ only, using

σ2ðωÞ
ω

!!!!
ω→0

¼ −
1

π

Z
∞

−∞

1

ω0
∂σ1ðω0Þ
∂ω0 dω0: ð4Þ

Comparing with the extended Drude analysis, we have
ðω!

pÞ2 ¼ ðmb=m!ð0ÞÞω2
p, ð1=τ!trÞ ¼ ðmb=m!ð0ÞÞð1=τð0ÞÞ.

Thus, this analysis is related to the extended Drude
analysis, but is free of the partial sum rule. Similar
low frequency analysis has been used in previous works
[18–24]; however, the temperature dependence of ω!

p and
ð1=τ!trÞ was not the focus of those studies.
We apply the proposed analysis to V2O3, a prototypical

material exhibiting a metal insulator transition (MIT)
[25,26]. Pure V2O3 is a paramagnetic metal (PM) at
ambient conditions. It enters the antiferromagnetic insulat-
ing state (AFI) below TN ≃ 150 K with a concomitant
structural transition, and the AFI can be quenched by Ti
doping or pressure. The PM can be turned into a para-
magnetic insulator by slight Cr doping, which induces a
first order isostructural transition with a small change in the
c=a ratio, indicating a typical band-controlled MIT sce-
nario [27]. This first order transition ends at a second order
critical point at a temperature around 400 K [13,26]. The
PM phase exhibits significant signatures of correlations; for
instance, a pronounced QP peak and a broad lower Hubbard
band were revealed in photoemission spectroscopy

measurements [28–30]. The PM phase is a Fermi liquid
at low temperature when the AFI is suppressed [31].
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the measured optical con-

ductivity σðωÞ ¼ σ1ðωÞ þ iσ2ðωÞ of pure V2O3 in the PM
phase [16]. Pronounced Drude peaks show up even when
the resistivity is high (of the order of 1 mΩ−1 cm−1) and
does not follow the T2 law [13,32]. The Drude peak
diminishes gradually upon increasing temperature, except
at the lowest temperature where the transport is probably
affected by the precursor of the ordered phase. ω!

p and 1=τ!tr
extracted according to Eq. (3) are shown in Figs. 1(c)
and 1(d). We find that ðω!

pÞ2 increases with increasing
temperature. This is in contrast with ðωpÞ2 obtained by the
partial sum rule with a cutoffΩ ¼ 140 meV, which slightly
decreases [16] except at the lowest temperature where
precursors to the ordered phase such as magnetism and
electronic heterogeneity tend to open a gap and reduce
ðωpÞ2. 1=τ!tr increases with increasing temperature and has
the same trend as the scattering rate extracted with the
extended Drude analysis at zero frequency 1=τð0Þ, but with
a much stronger temperature dependence. The experimen-
tal data are consistent with an ðω!

pÞ2 that has a term linear
and a 1=τ!tr that is quadratic in temperature, revealing a
Fermi liquid behavior that is hidden in 1=τ!tr. The analysis
of the experimental data thus corroborates the main
qualitative predictions of the DMFT description of trans-
port properties in the simple model Hamiltonian [11].
We now argue that realistic local density approximation

plus dynamical mean field theory (LDAþDMFT) [33,34]
calculations describe well the optical properties as well
as the extracted quantities ω!

p and 1=τ!tr; hence, a local

FIG. 1 (color online). Optical conductivity (a) σ1ðωÞ and
(b) σ2ðωÞ ofV2O3 at different temperatures is taken fromRef. [16],
where dashed lines indicate data at T ¼ 180 K very close to the
MIT. (c) ðω!

pÞ2 and (d) 1=τ!tr of V2O3 are extracted according to
Eq. (3).ω2

p and 1=τð0Þ extracted from the extended Drude analysis
are shown for comparison. Dashed lines are guides for the eye by
fitting ðω!

pÞ2 and 1=τ!tr [1=τð0Þ] to linear (aþ bT) and parabolic
(cþ dT2) functions, respectively.
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The “which mass?” question 
is especially relevant near QCP

ρ(T) ∝ m*(T)/τtr(T) ∝ T5/3 | ln T | ; w ∝ T ln T?
z = 3 criticality in 2D : 1/τtr ∝ T4/3; m(T) ∝ T−1/3

ρ(T) ∝ m*(T)/τtr(T) ∝ T; w ∝ T1/3?

z = 3 criticality in 3D : 1/τtr ∝ T5/3; m(T) ∝ | ln T |
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the heat capacity has been predicted, a contribution that
still can be described in the framework of Fermi-liquid
(FL) theory. But no convincing experimental evidence
has been provided for the existence of this SF term [22–
25]. The electrical resistance at low temperatures in most
cases was analyzed assuming a T2 dependence [26], but
one report reveals values of the exponent significantly be-
low n ≠ 2 [27].
NixPd12x samples for concentrations 0 # x # 0.1

were prepared from high purity (5N) starting materials by
argon arc techniques. The samples were remelted many
times and then annealed for five days at 1000 ±C. X-ray
diffraction and microprobe analysis revealed single-phase
materials. Magnetization experiments have been per-
formed using a quantum design SQUID magnetometer
for temperatures 1.8 , T , 400 K; the resistivity was
measured in a He flow cryostat and in a 3Hey4He
dilution cryostat for temperatures 0.05 , T , 300 K.
The temperature dependence of the heat capacity was
followed in a 4He and in a 3He cryostat for temperatures
0.3 , T , 30 K.
At first we focus on the concentration dependence of

the FM phase-transition temperature Tc close to the criti-
cal concentration. Tc does not show up in the temperature
dependencies of the resistivity and heat capacity and
has to be determined from the magnetization data [20].
Our results for nickel concentrations x # 0.1 are plotted
in Fig. 1, together with all published data [20,28,29]
(we only omitted Mössbauer data where additional Fe
impurities have been used as probe ions [30]). We
determined the Tc values from the paramagnetic (PM)
Curie temperatures. But they are in good agreement

FIG. 1. Curie Temperature Tc as a function of x 2 xc in
a double logarithmic plot: shd Marian (1937); snd Crangle
and Scott (1965); s1d Murani et al. (1974); spd Fujiwara
et al. (1976); s,d Beille and Tournier (1976); sed S.K. Burke
et al. (1982); sdd present data [20,28,29]. The dashed line
indicates sx 2 xcd1y2, dotted line sx 2 xcd3y4. xc denotes the
critical concentration. The inset shows Tcsxd on a linear scale
following a square root behavior at high x (solid line).

with the data determined from low-field magnetization
[20] and from small-angle neutron scattering [29]. The
results of the FM phase-transition temperatures vs nickel
concentration x 2 xc are shown on a double logarithmic
plot. Close to x ≠ 0.1 a clear change of slope can be
observed. While Tc follows a square root dependence at
high concentrations (see also inset of Fig. 1), it reveals
a sx 2 xcd3y4 behavior for nickel concentrations close to
the critical concentration xc. Exactly this dependence
has been predicted for a FM QCP [8,12]. From these
experiments we determined xc ≠ 0.026 6 0.002.
Figure 2 shows the electrical resistance as a function of

T5y3 for concentrations close to the critical concentration.
While the resistivity for x ≠ 0.026 exactly follows the
T5y3 dependence, which is expected at a FM QCP [12],
for more than two decades in temperature, samples with
slightly higher and lower Ni concentrations clearly show
significantly increased temperature exponents. To demon-
strate that quantum critical behavior is limited to a narrow
concentration range around the critical concentration we
fitted the electrical resistivity using rsT d ≠ r0 1 A0Tn.
r0 is the residual resistance, A0 a generalized FL coeffi-
cient, and n a generalized temperature exponent. The re-
sults of these fits are shown as solid lines in Fig. 2 and the
parameters are given in Fig. 3 with n (upper panel) and A0

(lower panel) as a function of nickel concentrations x. n
is close to 2 for low x, as expected for a pure FL and
is significantly larger than 2 in the magnetically ordered
phase due to the scattering of charge carriers by magnons.
In a narrow concentration range n decreases and arrives
exactly at a value of n ≠ 1.67 close to xc. Concomitantly
A0 reveals a sharp maximum at the critical concentration.
The value n ≠ 5y3 characteristic for a FM QCP holds for
concentrations 0.022 # x # 0.026 while the prefactor A0

peaks at x ≠ 0.022 [12]. Taking into account that the

FIG. 2. r 2 r0 is plotted vs T5y3 for three different concen-
trations, x ≠ 0.01 in the PM regime, x ≠ 0.026 at the critical
concentration, and x ≠ 0.05 in the FM regime. The solid lines
were calculated according to r ≠ r0 1 A0Tn. In this repre-
sentation the resistivity at a FM QCP shows a linear increase
(dashed lines). For x ≠ 0.026 solid and dashed lines coincide.
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FIG. 3. A0 and n determined by a fit to r ≠ r0 1 A0Tn vs
Ni concentrations 0 # x # 0.1. The solid lines are drawn to
guide the eye. Upper panel: Generalized temperature exponent
n vs x. Lower panel: Generalized FL coefficient A0 vs x.

temperature exponent is slightly lower at x ≠ 0.022 and
that the values of A0 and n are strongly correlated, the best
estimate of the critical concentration on the basis of the
electrical resistance experiments is xc ≠ 0.024 6 0.002.
The results of the heat capacity experiments are given

in Fig. 4. The upper inset of Fig. 4 shows the results
plotted as CyT vs T2. From these results, which reveal
a constant slope roughly up to 15 K, we determined the
phonon contributions for each concentration separately.
This is important as it has been shown that also the T3

phonon term strongly depends on the nickel concentration
[23]. At low temperatures significant deviations from the
normal metallic behavior show up and close to a FM
QCP we expect CyT ≠ d lnsTyT0d 1 bT 2 [12,18]. To
elucidate this behavior in more detail, Fig. 4 shows the
pure electronic heat capacity for three different samples.
Here the phonon contributions, bT2, as determined by
the slopes of the solid lines in the inset of Fig. 4,
were subtracted from the raw data. For low nickel
concentrations (x ≠ 0.005) we find an almost constant
contribution which moderately increases towards low
temperatures, possibly due to contributions from spin
fluctuations. In the magnetically ordered sample (x ≠
0.05, Tc ≠ 75 K) the linear term increases for T . 8 K,

FIG. 4. DCyT vs the logarithm of the temperature for three
concentrations x ≠ 0.005, 0.026, and 0.05. The data for xc ≠
0.026 were fitted by DCyT ≠ d lnsTyTcd (solid line). The
inset in the upper right corner shows the raw data plotted as
CyT vs T 2. The solid lines are fits to determine the phonon
contribution to the specific heat. The fitting parameter d in
the NFL regime is shown in the lower inset. The solid line is
drawn to guide the eye.

but becomes slightly enhanced for low temperatures. For
a ferromagnet we expect an increase as Cm ~ T3y2, due
to magnon contributions. This, however, is not what
we observe and we speculate that for x ≠ 0.05 disorder
effects contribute to the heat capacity at low temperatures.
It is just at the critical concentration that CyT increases
logarithmically towards low temperatures as predicted
at a QCP. The logarithmic increase definitely holds
for 0.4 , T , 8 K. Similar results were observed for
the concentrations x ≠ 0.022, 0.024, and 0.028. The
prefactor of the NFL contribution of these samples is
indicated as solid circles in the lower panel of Fig. 4.
Clearly we find a maximum of the NFL-like heat capacity
at x ≠ 0.025 6 0.001.
Finally Fig. 5 shows the temperature dependence of

the dc-magnetization for a series of experiments for con-
centrations 0 , x , 0.05. At a FM QCP, x ≠ x0 2
x1T3y4 is expected [12] and hence, we show the mag-
netic susceptibility vs temperature on a double logarith-
mic plot. Indeed, close to xc we find an almost linear
increase of the magnetic susceptibility with a slope of 3y4.
But we have to agree that the magnetic susceptibility is
the least convincing quantity of the data sets presented in
this communication. However, the characteristic NFL be-
havior still can be detected over almost one decade. The
deviations towards low temperatures can be explained by
the fact that we performed dc-magnetization experiments
at 0.5 T and any defect states will yield significant devia-
tions especially at low temperatures. To get more reliable
results ac-experiments have to be performed and these ex-
periments, including low temperature measurements, are
planned for the near future.
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Model: quantum criticality in a compensated metal 
Pomeranchuk (e.g. ferromagnetic) cirticality in one (heavier) band

+
+

+
..
.

∼ 1
q 2 + ξ−2 − iγΩ/q

a0 ≪ ξ < ∞; Crossover to QC regime: ξ−1 → T1/3

+ + + ...

Model is controlled for a (strongly) renormalized FL away from QCP
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Fermi-liquid Kinetic Equation

ρ(T) = 1
ne2

1
48π2 T2(m*1 m*2 )2 ∫ dqqD−1

p6−D
F

W(q)

W(q) = χ(q, Ω = 0) ∝ (q2 + ξ−2)−2

⇒ m*1,2(ξ) ∝ ξ3−D

z = 3, D = 2 : ξ → T−1/3, m*1,2 → T−1/3

ρ ∝ T4/3 × T−4/3 = const(?)

fas
t

slow

−e(E ⋅ ̂p)v*F,1n′�F,1 = − I12[ f1, f2] • Exact solution of coupled integral eqs (Li & DM PRB 2018) 
• Long-range critical fluctuations: forward scattering 
• Approximate solution−e(E ⋅ ̂k)v*F,2n′�F,2 = − I21[ f1, f2]

δfi(p) = (E ⋅ p̂)ϕi (ξi,p)
ϕi ≈ const

2 × 2 linear system for ϕ1,2 →

NB: dc KE contains only renormalized masses

∝ T2(m*1 m*2 )2ξ4−D

z = 3, D = 2 : ξ → T−1/3, m*1,2 → T−1/3

ρ ∝ T5/3 × ln4 T(?)

 2
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  If ξ → T −1/3  @ fixed mass: ρ ∝T
D+2

3

  
3D: If ξ → T −1/3  @ m1,2 ∝| lnT |: ρ ∝T

5
3 ln4 T  (?)

  
2D: If ξ → T −1/3  @ m1,2 ∝T −1/3 : ρ ∝T

4
3T

−4
3 = const (?)
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p1

p2

p′�1

p′�2

Z1 Z1

Z2 Z2

W = 2πZ2
1Z2

2 |χ(q, Ω = 0) |2

Local theory : Zim*i /mi = 1

ρ(T) = 1
ne2 CDT2(Z1m*1

⏟
= m1

Z2m*2
⏟

= m2

)2 ∫ dqqD−1

p6−D
F

|Γ |2 ∝ T2ξ4−D → T D + 2
3

In this paper we consider an example in which these difficulties
have been overcome, and in which the signatures of the marginal
Fermi-liquid state in the transport properties (w and r) have been
observed and interpreted in terms of a semiquantitative model for the
first time.

The material selected for the search for the marginal Fermi-liquid
state is ZrZn2, which crystallizes in the C15 cubic Laves structure.
This compound is the best-known member of a small group of mar-
ginally ferromagnetic metals in which the constituent elemental
metals are not magnetic (in fact, Zr and Zn are superconductors at
low temperature). The low-temperature magnetization M and the
Curie temperature TC of ZrZn2 are both an order of magnitude
smaller than that of nickel, the archetypal itinerant-electron ferro-
magnet, and the magnetic transition is continuous except very close
to the critical pressure where ferromagnetic order disappears15. Also,
Fermi surface measurements16 show that the ferromagnetism in
ZrZn2 can be understood in terms of itinerant electrons alone, and
inelastic neutron scattering studies17,18 reveal that the spin-fluc-
tuation spectrum is principally characterized by dissipative modes
of a form expected in the SCR model.

Importantly, ZrZn2 can be purified to a sufficiently high level to
allow us to unambiguously separate out the electronic and phonon
contributions to w. This has thus far been the central stumbling block
in establishing the crucial difference between w and r expected for a

marginal Fermi-liquid state in a nearly or weakly ferromagnetic
metal. The details of the measurements of w and r, the separation
of the electronic and phonon contributions and numerical calcula-
tions of w and r in the SCR model are given in the Supplementary
Information.

The ambient pressure measurements of the transport properties in
a high purity sample and comparisons with the predictions of the SCR
model are presented in Fig. 1. Figure 1a and b shows the temperature
variations of the thermal conductivity, k, and of r, respectively, for a
sample with a residual resistivity of r0 5 0.31mV cm. (This corre-
sponds to a residual resistivity ratio r(373 K)/r0 of close to 200 and
an electronic mean free path of several thousand ångströms.) The inset
of Fig. 1a shows k versus T for this sample and for a less clean sample
over a wide temperature range. A comparison of these two samples
(Supplementary Information, section 3) allows us to conclude that
below 15 K the thermal conductivity of the high-quality sample is
overwhelmingly dominated by electrons. Figure 1c shows the differ-
ence, d, between the thermal resistivity, which we define using the
Wiedemann Franz law to be w 5 L0T/k, and r, plotted versus tem-
perature. Here L0 is the Sommerfeld value of the Lorenz number
(2.45 3 1028 WVK22). Figure 1d shows the temperature-dependent
part of the resistivity, Dr 5 r 2 r0, plotted in this case versus T5/3.

We see that d is linear in T and Dr is linear in T5/3 at low tem-
peratures. As shown in the insets of Fig. 1c and d, the observed

Table 1 | Temperature dependences of transport properties

Transport property Fermi liquid Marginal Fermi liquid

Electrical resistivity r 5 r0 1 AT2 r 5 r0 1 aT5/3

Thermal resistivity, w 5 L0T/k w 5 w0 1 AT2 1 BT2 w 5 w0 1 aT5/3 1 bT
Thermal minus electrical resistivities, d 5 w 2 r d 5 BT2 d 5 bT

Results are shown for a Fermi liquid and for a marginal Fermi liquid with long-range spin–spin interactions on the border of ferromagnetism3,5,33. For a comparison of the temperature dependences of
other physical properties, see, for example, refs 8, 9. The specific heat for the marginal Fermi liquid differs from that of a Fermi liquid by a correction factor that is logarithmic in T. In contrast to w and
r, the correction is weak and difficult to separate from phonon and other contributions to the specific heat in materials such as ZrZn2.
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Figure 1 | Evidence for the marginal Fermi-liquid state in ZrZn2. a, b, Main
panels, the thermal conductivity (a) and electrical resistivity (b) of ZrZn2

(blue curves; residual resistivity r0 5 0.31mV cm). Insets in a and b show the
same properties over a wider temperature range, and also for a sample with
higher r0 (red curves; 6.9mV cm). In this figure and Fig. 3 the error for each
point is believed to be smaller than the size of the data points. Comparison of
these two samples allows us to demonstrate that the thermal conductivity of
the clean sample is strongly dominated by conduction by electrons up to
15 K (Supplementary Information, section 3). c, The difference between the

thermal and the electrical resistivity (d) is linear with temperature, as
predicted for the marginal Fermi liquid. d, The temperature-dependent part
of the electrical resistivity plotted against T5/3 also shows the marginal
Fermi-liquid dependence (the straight lines in c and d are guides to the eye).
Insets in c and d show the predictions of the SCR model for ZrZn2 for three
different values of the parameter kc (in Å21); in both cases the values are
scaled to the electrical resistivity at 15 K. Details of these calculations are
described in Supplementary Information, section 4.
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ZnZr2

Thermal conductivity: finite already in the single-band case

w(T) ≡ T
κ(T) ∝ T2 (Zm*

⏟
= m

)4 ∫ dqqD−3 |Γ |2 ∝ T2ξ6−D → T D
3Thermal resistivity:
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Which mass enters the optical conductivity? 

Riseborough, PRB 1983 
Kim, Furusaki, Wen, Lee PRB 1994 
Eberlein, Mandel, Sachdev PRB 2014 
Chubukov & DM PRB 2017 
Li & DM unpublished

where �v = v1,p+v2,k�v1,p+l�v2,k�l. The four momenta are defined as Q = (i⌦0,0), P =

(i⌦p,p), K = (i⌦k,k), L = (i⌦l, l), p(⌦p) and k(⌦k) are incoming momenta (energies) and

l(⌦l) is the momentum (energy) transfer.
R
P,K,L is the shorthand notation for

(A)

(B) (C)

(D) (E)

FIG. 2: Feymann diagrams of optical conductivity from band 1 fermions
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d⌦l
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Z
d3l

(2⇡)3
.

In deriving Eq. (6) we have applied twice the identity

G(P )G(P +Q) =
Z

i⌦0
(G(P )�G(P +Q)) (7)

in each diagram and leads to an apparent cancellation of the two side vertices 1/Z2
. Eq. (7)

holds as Q contains temporal component only. Yet, there are still Z factors in the remaining

Green’s function. In what follows we show that the remaining Z factors do not show up in

the real part of the optical conductivity.

5

Λ Λ

σ(ω) ∝ ∑
i= 1,2

Λ2
i Zi

2 1
ω2τtr(ω) ∝ ∑

i= 1,2
Λ2

i Zi
2ξ4−D

1
τtr(ω) ∝ ω2⟨χ2(Δj)2⟩ ∝ ω2ξ4−D Δj = v1 + v2 − v′�1 − v2′ � ≠ 0

Z1,2 ∝ ξ−(3−D) → ω3 − D
3 Ward identity (charge conservation) : ΛiZi = 1

σ(ω) ∝ ω− 4 − D
3

 @QCP : ξ → ω−1/3 ⇒ σ(ω) ∝ ∑
i= 1,2

Λ2
i Zi

2ω− 4 − D
3

Gα(p, ε) = 1
ε
Zα

− ξp,α + i
2τsp

, α = 1,2

→ σ′�A+B(ω) ∝ Z2

ω2τsp(ω)
other diagrams : τsp → τtr

electrons : v1 = k1/m1, holes : v2 = − k2/m2

Δj = (k1 − k′�1)(m−1
1 + m−1

2 ) ≠ 0

T = 0
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Is it always true that the bare mass enters the conductivity?
No.

Counter-examples:

1) Froelich polaron for 

2) SDW criticality (Chubukov & DM 2017)

   T ≪Ω0


